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Preface 3

Preface 
!e Danish Arts Council Committee for International Visual Arts is re-

sponsible for Denmark’s representation at the Venice Biennale and chooses 
the artists who will exhibit in the Danish Pavilion. !e committee is made 
up of selected art professionals and sits for a single four-year period. !is 
means that the committee is responsible for two Venice Biennale exhibi-
tions during its four-year term. As chairman of the committee responsible 
for Denmark’s representation at the Venice Biennales in 2009 and 2011, I 
am proud of the radical renewal that has resulted from our focused e"orts 
to rethink national representation in a globalised art world. In 2009 we 
went beyond traditional national representation with the exhibition !e 
Collectors curated by artists Elmgreen & Dragset. !is major group exhibi-
tion was realized as a transnational collaboration with the Nordic Pavilion, 
and the project allowed a wide range of artists who were non-Danish na-
tionals to exhibit their work and to receive production support for com-
missioned new works. In 2011, on the basis of a competition between #ve 
foreign curators, we transferred our mandate to select the artists for the 
Danish Pavilion to the Brussels-based Greek curator Katerina Gregos. Her 
exhibition Speech Matters yet again breathes new life into the whole con-
cept of national representation at the Venice Biennale.

!ese two distinctive and, for some people, controversial choices were 
made in accordance with our overall strategy for embedding Danish art 
#rmly in the global art world, even when it comes to this ultimate exhibi-
tion of national art in Venice. In general the committee’s support policy has 
aimed at integrating Danish art into the global art world in a contempo-
rary and open minded way that could give Danish artists the best conceiv-
able opportunities for participation. At the same time, despite the welter of 
other biennials, triennials, art shows, and art events taking place around the 
world, we have not for a moment doubted that the Venice Biennale is the 
most important art exhibition on the planet. It is the exhibition that is seen 
by the greatest number of art professionals from around the world and so 
continues to be an indisputable reference point for artistic endeavour. !is 
also means that a great deal is expected from the exhibitors, and that there 
is #erce competition from the various nations involved to be noticed both 
inside and outside the classic exhibition area in the Giardini. For us this was 
another good reason to rethink Denmark’s participation. 

In general, we de#ned four criteria for determining the success of Den-
mark’s participation in the two national Venice Biennale exhibitions for 
which the committee was responsible: 
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artists are Danish, but also because we as a committee handed over our 
power to choose the artists to a foreign curator. In the eyes of many critics at 
home, the Danish Pavilion at the Venice Biennale should be reserved solely 
for Danes, and, as the committee responsible, we were supposed to select 
this country’s !nest artists for the exhibition. However, we thought otherwise 
and we are proud to be responsible for an exhibition that, with Katerina Gregos 
at the helm, has brought so many extraordinary foreign artists together to repre-
sent Denmark by contributing to an exhibition that is relevant, provocative, and 
globally oriented, and that as a whole makes an enormously relevant subject the 
focus of debate. In so doing, it rejuvenates the whole idea of what Denmark’s pa-
vilion at the Venice Biennale can be used for. We are convinced that the project 
will once again generate widespread awareness of Danish art and art policy 
and that this awareness will have an extremely positive impact on Danish art. 

Finally, we would like to thank Katerina Gregos for her quite exception-
ally committed and re"ective engagement in creating a unique exhibition 
in the Danish Pavilion at the Venice Biennale 2011, and for a dialogue with 
the committee that has shown scrupulous and quali!ed judgement. We 
would also like to express our gratitude both to all the artists who agreed 
to take part and, not least, to those who have given !nancial support to the 
exhibition. Without them the exhibition could never have reached the cur-
rent level of artistic quality: Andersen’s Contemporary, Beckett-Fonden, 
#e Breeder, Pilar Corrias Gallery, Culture Programme of the European 
Union, dispari&dispari projects, DSV, #e Flemish Government Agency 
for Arts and Heritage, Gagosian Gallery, Nonino Distillatori, Hammerthor, 
Patrick Heide Contemporary Art, If I Can't Dance, I Don't Want To Be 
Part Of Your Revolution, Institut für Auslandsbeziehungen e.V., Kvadrat, 
Landeshauptstadt München Kulturreferat, Wilfried Lentz Gallery, Light-
box, Lombard-Freid Projects, Mondriaan Foundation, Montana, Galerie 
Christian Nagel, Nastro Azzurro, Messieurs Spyros & Philip Niarchos, 
Radiolina, Almine Rech Gallery, Salong, Showroom, Vidisquare, and Max 
Wigram Gallery.

Christine Buhl Andersen, Chairman.
March 2011

On behalf of the Danish Arts Council Committee for International 
Visual Arts 2007–2011 the other members of which are: Eva Koch (deputy 
chairman), visual artist; Jakob Jakobsen, visual artist; Mikael Andersen, 
gallery owner; Gitte Ørskov, museum director.

Firstly, the exhibition in the Danish Pavilion must have a global per-
spective. In both its form and its content it had to challenge the traditional 
concept of national representation in an intelligent way.

Secondly, it had to attract international attention and generate debate 
in arts media not only in Denmark but also abroad.

Thirdly, it had to be perceived as innovative and to grapple with the 
location and the pavilion’s architecture.

Fourthly, it had to be communicated to a broad public, so that it was 
not just art professionals who understood it and found it exciting.

#e result of Elmgreen & Dragset’s exhibition in the Danish Pavilion 
and Nordic Pavilion was quite exceptional. !e Collectors was an over-
whelming success, both with the general public and in terms of its recep-
tion by the international art world. #e exhibition was named in more than 
150 international media and featured as the cover story in the art maga-
zines Art in America and Artforum, and the biennial’s distinguished “Spe-
cial Mention” for curating went to Elmgreen & Dragset, whose reputations 
have since then soared on the international scene. As regards our success 
criteria requiring the exhibition to have a global perspective, we have been 
able to be even more radical the second time round, since !e Collectors 
did, a$er all, have a strong Scandinavian component.

In embarking on the planning for the exhibition in 2011, we decided to 
invite !ve foreign curators to submit proposals for a project in the Danish 
Pavilion that would meet our four success criteria. On the basis of these 
submissions, we chose to work with Katerina Gregos, whose proposal for 
an exhibition about freedom of speech was found to meet the success cri-
teria in every way.

Firstly, the exhibition theme – freedom of speech – has a global and 
universal perspective, on which artists from many di%erent cultural back-
grounds have their own take, and their own cultural, political and artistic 
points of departure. At the same time, it is clear that this exhibition theme 
has a special signi!cance in a Danish context, where the debate about free-
dom of expression and democracy has played an important role in relation to 
the controversy about the Muhammad cartoons. In our opinion, therefore, 
Gregos’ exhibition re"ects intelligently on the Danish representation. #e 
exhibition is not about the Muhammad cartoons in Denmark. In the lan-
guage of art and on art’s own premises, however, it relates to the more poetic, 
thought-provoking and ambiguous dimensions that the subject embraces. 

Criticism has already been smouldering in Denmark prior to the open-
ing of &'(()* +,--(.&, partly because no more than two of the eighteen 
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Dedicated to my father Stamatis M. Gregos (1924-2005), who taught me the 
importance of free speech

Introduction
In recent years it has become apparent that the codes, rules and norms 

that have governed freedom of speech and freedom of expression for a 
large part of our post-war history are being de!ned anew. While freedom 
of speech is enshrined in the constitutions of many countries (in theory if 
not in practice), and freedom of opinion and expression is one of the basic 
articles of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, we nevertheless live 
in a time in which censorship is on the rise and civil liberties seem increas-
ingly threatened. Served under the pretext of real or imagined security 
issues and notions of social order, individuals and societies are more and 
more subject to limits. "ere has been an increase in surveillance of citi-
zens not only in autocratic regimes, but also in our supposedly democratic 
and free world. Cultural and religious clashes have prompted the advent of 
hate speech laws, which have also had the e#ect of restricting free speech. 
Ingrained political correctness makes us increasingly conscious about the 
use of language for fear of o#ending those whose views or lifestyles are dif-
ferent to our own. Respecting di#erent cultures or the ‘Other’, sometimes 
now means restricting debate and being coerced into self-censorship, the 
e#ects of which are perhaps more disconcerting than imposed censorship, 

Speech
Matters
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Is there something rotten…?
Denmark has a longstanding reputation for freedom of speech and the 

freedom of the press. It has repeatedly ranked in the top ten of the World-
wide Press Freedom Index and has always been at the forefront of the public 
debate on a number of progressive issues in relation to freedom of speech. 3 
But it has also su!ered the so-called “trauma of free speech” –"notably, the 
a#ermath of the Danish cartoons scandal that fundamentally reignited the 
issue of free speech and activated a host of questions around it. 

$e exhibition at the Danish Pavilion aims to provoke a considered 
debate and to complicate the issue of freedom of speech. $e issue seems, 
more and more, to be used as an empty political slogan that is subjected 
to a very simpli%ed, biased and populist debate. In reality, it is an ex-
tremely complex and o#en ambivalent issue that is contingent on sub-
jective political, social, cultural, religious, and personal views. $e dis-
cussion around free speech is, therefore, highly relative and open. $is 
exhibition aims to highlight some of the intricacies, ambiguities and grey 
areas inherent to the subject, emphasising the fact that free speech can-
not be exercised or applied in any programmatic or strictly prescribed 
manner, and its boundaries cannot be easily delimited. As Barendt has 
pointed out, “It is di&cult to draw the line between speech which might 
appropriately be regulated and speech which in any liberal society should 
be tolerated.” 4 As such, the question poses considerable moral and judi-
cial challenges.

$e question of freedom of expression in general is also important. 
It relates not only to artistic and literary creation, but also to the way 
in which we inhabit and occupy public space, and the ecosystem of the 
internet (which encompasses privacy, censorship and surveillance, and 
the ownership, control and dissemination of information). $e issue 
touches on the essence of visual artistic practice per se, which funda-
mentally entails and depends on conditions of freedom. Against this 
general fact, we should note the increased importance of art and culture 
in the new global economy, and consider the role both play in relation to 
freedom of expression. How do artists respond to the issues surround-
ing freedom of expression? How do they deal with the fact that, as art-
ist and writer Roland Kapferer has pointed out, “artistic freedom is no 
longer risk-free when it encroaches on religious or other freedoms.” 5 In 
an era in which the notion of artistic autonomy is being compromised 
by corporate and private interests, and institutions act with a combina-
tion of caution and risk-averse political correctness, what of the nature 
of artistic freedom itself?

because we wittingly or unwittingly renounce vital freedoms. 

$e question of freedom of expression, particularly in relation to no-
tions of tolerance and certain forms of extremism, has become one of the 
most contentious topics of the day. In some ways, it would appear that 
hard-won civil rights are being eroded, and that we have entered a period 
of counter-enlightenment, regression, and fear. Some even claim that we 
have entered the new century with attitudes more censorious than the Mc-
Carthy era. According to Reporters Without Borders:

$e post-9/11 world is now clearly drawn. Destabilised and on the de-
fensive, the leading democracies are gradually eroding the space for 
freedom. $e economically most powerful dictatorships arrogantly 
proclaim their authoritarianism, exploiting the international commu-
nity’s divisions and the ravages of the wars carried out in the name of 
the %ght against terrorism. Religious and political taboos are taking 
greater hold by the year in countries that used to be advancing down 
the road of freedom. 1

Ideas, opinions and rights that were once taken for granted are once 
again open to debate. As Eric Barendt has pointed out in his comprehen-
sive investigation into the legal protection of free speech, “Free speech ar-
guments are increasingly made, and o#en accepted, in contexts where they 
might have been dismissed thirty years ago.” 2

$e question of freedom of speech is one that is being increasingly con-
tested in light of transformations taking place globally, both in authoritar-
ian regimes and in liberal democracies. Apart from the fact that it relates to 
Denmark speci%cally, it is also highly relevant in relation to much of what 
is happening in the world today from: press intimidation and censorship in 
Russia and elsewhere; to Google’s recent episode in China and the e!ects 
of the “Great Firewall of China”; current events in North Africa; changes to 
media law in Hungary and the new constitution; the WikiLeaks scandal; 
and other factors such as increased surveillance in the UK and the USA, 
and highly charged debates about the limits of freedom of speech in sever-
al European countries (notably, the Netherlands). $e notions of freedom 
of speech and freedom of expression are, perhaps, so global because the 
subjects they cover are so vast. $ey are fundamentally bound to broader 
questions of politics and culture, as well as social and personal issues. 
$ey also impact upon, and are interrelated with, other areas such as the 
freedom of the press, censorship and self-censorship, the internet, copy-
right, intellectual property, the privatisation of knowledge, protest and 
public order, public space, judicial and legal questions, pornography, sex-
ual orientation, lifestyle preferences, and human rights issues in general.
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!e issue of hate speech is one of the most challenging problems of free 
speech because it has brought di"erent values and worlds into collision. 
Rodney A Smolla notes that:

!ose who wish to enact controls on racist speech [for example], 
therefore, have a di#cult decision. Should they try to meet the liber-
tarians halfway, by trying to convince them that the communal goals 
of tolerance and equality can be accommodated within the libertar-
ian framework of free expression and an open marketplace? Or are 
controls on hate speech simply a case in which the classic libertarian 
principles should be ignored, on the theory that equality and toler-
ance are values of even greater importance to human society than 
freedom of speech? 9 

Mill’s harm principle can be applied, to a certain extent, to the is-
sue of hate speech, in that one could advocate curtailing speech when 
it might cause palpable injury. But the notion of “palpable injury” is it-
self debatable; some would consider that moral indignation would come 
under this rubric, others not. Svetlana Mintcheva has pointed out that 
“in practice, it is notoriously di#cult to distinguish a threat from purely 
expressive activity.” 10 

Hate speech is one of the most disputed aspects of free speech precisely 
because the idea of an open culture is dependent on the idea of so-called 
tolerance. Under the aegis of cultural diversity and multiculturalism, it has 
become very easy for the sensitivities of minority groups to be exploited 
for repressive ends. !is raises certain pertinent questions: whose voice 
matters more? Whose version of the truth is the most valid? For example, 
Mintcheva asks:

Are cultural stereotypes to be overcome by banning them from sight? 
Does victimhood convey special privileges? Who is allowed to speak 
about the painful history of an ethnic or racial group? Indeed, who 
owns identity and history? 11 

Furthermore, Judith Butler asks: 
Under what conditions does freedom of speech become freedom to 
hate? [...] No one person is free when others are not since freedom is 
achieved as a consequence of a certain social and political organisation 
of life [...] !e question is not whether hateful speech is part of free 
speech, but rather, why has freedom in certain European contexts come 
to de$ne itself as the freedom to hate. What does it mean when the no-
tion of freedom has been twisted to ratify discrimination, xenophobia, 
racism and nationalism? 12

Contemporary artists living in a so-called free society operate under 
the de facto assumption that they can work in conditions of freedom. But 
to what extent is this true? Are there limits to what can be said even within 
the “progressive” sphere of the contemporary art world? How do artists 
react to this increasing atmosphere of caution, political correctness and 
religious hypersensitivity? Artist Hans Haacke has written about the in-
creasing censorship in the institutional $eld and the insidious manner in 
which it operates: 

Self-censorship occurs behind closed doors. !ere are practically no 
whistle-blowers. It would be too risky for survival in one’s chosen $eld. 
Many have internalised this mode of operation to the extent that they are 
not even aware that they are practicing self-censorship. Or they are in de-
nial because it would undermine their self-respect. In private, museum 
people have told me that self-censorship is indeed the order of the day. 6

!e harm principle 
At the moment, no discourse seems more populist, super$cial and 

polarised than the one concerning tolerance and freedom of expression. 
!ese issues have become battlegrounds over the acceptable limits of free 
speech in a multicultural democracy. Over and again, media debates at-
tempt to reduce the issue to a set of simple binary opposites of “us” and 
“them”, east and west, Islam and Christianity. Such a complex issue is not 
served well by journalistic sound bites or rhetorical polemics. More im-
portantly, it is impossible to subject the question of freedom of speech to 
categorical de$nitions because the concept is itself culturally and socially 
relative: what could readily be said in one culture may not go down so eas-
ily in another. Negotiating freedom of speech is a tricky business, especially 
given the competing interests of freedom of expression, privacy, con$den-
tiality, and national security.

How, for example, do these debates relate to the issue of hate speech? 
Hate speech is generally thought to mean denigrating speech uttered in 
relation to race, ethnicity, religion, and sexual preferences. In Europe, 
governments have mostly responded by criminalising it, while in Amer-
ica the bastion of the First Amendment protects freedom of speech and 
freedom of expression, including potentially o"ensive speech. Simply put, 
according to liberal democratic thinking, “the principle of free speech 
cannot be curtailed by the o"ense its exercise may cause – so long as it is 
not defamatory or a threat to the social order.” 7 As John Stuart Mill (1806-
73), one of the $rst outspoken liberal defenders of free speech famously 
maintained, exceptions should be made and limitations enforced when 
speech constitutes a direct threat: the so-called harm principle. 8
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It is important to remind the reader at this point that there has never 
been a society, no matter how enlightened, in which there has been unlim-
ited free speech; this is one of the free speech myths which needs to be de-
bunked at the start of the debate. !e Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy 
de"nes freedom of speech with the following caveats:

!e "rst thing to note in any sensible discussion of freedom of speech 
is that it will have to be limited. Every society places some limits on the 
exercise of speech because speech always takes place within a context of 
competing values […] there is no such thing as free speech. Free speech 
is simply a useful term to focus our attention on a particular form of 
human interaction and the phrase is not meant to suggest that speech 
should never be interfered with. 16

Let’s, for a moment, re#ect on this: “what would life be like with no 
prohibitions on libelous statements, child pornography, advertising con-
tent, and releasing state secrets?” 17 We are o$en accustomed, in our more 
liberal societies, to scream bloody murder when our free speech values are 
threatened; in this case, however, seen “from the other side”, from the side 
of absence of the rule of law and regulatory practices, the idea of a totally 
pure free speech might be quite alarming indeed. While free speech condi-
tions are necessary for politics to take place transparently and for culture 
and thought to #ourish, these conditions come with responsibilities.

In that sense John Stuart Mill’s ideas of individual liberties, i.e. those of 
conscience, thought, opinion, and pursuits, still remain highly pertinent. 
Mill maintained that, “!e liberty of the individual must thus far be limit-
ed; he must not make himself a nuisance to other people.” 18 !ere are legit-
imate limits to free speech: the famous example is the unbe"tting conduct 
of someone shouting “Fire!” in a crowded theatre (unless there is, indeed, a 
"re). It is arguable that speech that puts people in danger need not be pro-
tected for its own sake. Indeed, it seems reasonable to suggest that restraint 
needs to be exercised when there is a real and identi"able danger. 

 
Michel Foucault has elucidated the dangers of misusing parrhesia (out-

spokenness in a situation of personal risk, or freedom of speech that goes 
too far). Using the term in the negative sense, Foucault points to the com-
plex relation between freedom of speech, democracy and truth. In discuss-
ing Plato, one of the "rst philosophers to argue for the need to limit free 
speech, Foucault points out that: 

For Plato, the primary danger of parrhesia is not that it leads to bad 
decisions in government or provides the means for some ignorant or 
corrupt leader to gain power, to become a tyrant. !e primary danger 
of liberty and free speech in a democracy is what results when everyone 

!e most convincing answer I have read is put forward by Smolla: 
Freedom of speech has its costs, and tolerance of even the speech of 
the intolerant is one of them. Let there be no doubt that hate speech 
should be fought by all citizens of goodwill, with all the vigor society 
can muster. And let there be no inhibition in punishing hate speech 
in any of the contexts in which speech may be punished under rec-
ognised First Amendment doctrines – as when it poses a clear and 
present danger of violence, or is intertwined with actual discrimina-
tory conduct. But outside of those narrowly de"ned First Amend-
ment categories, the battle against hate speech will be fought more 
e%ectively through persuasion and creative educational leadership, 
than through punishment […] !e con#ict, however, is not irrecon-
cilable. It is most constructively resolved by a staunch commitment 
to free expression principles, supplemented with an equally vigorous 
attack on hate speech in all its forms, emphasising energetic leader-
ship and education on the values of tolerance, civility, and respect for 
human dignity, rather than punitive and coercive measures. 13

Free speech in context
Each act of free speech is dependent on the platform or podium on which it 

is performed. !ere are certain podia where exercising this free speech might 
not be appropriate: context is everything in the debate surrounding freedom 
of speech. As human beings we use our words carefully, as each act of speech 
is (or should be) one of responsibility: what I say a%ects you. We choose our 
words in order to converse and coexist. And whether we like it or not, we 
censor ourselves on a daily basis in order to live together more harmoniously 
with those close to us at home and in the workplace. We sometimes refrain 
from speaking in order not to cause distress to others. We think before we 
speak in order to "nd the appropriate words to express our opinions. !is 
is the nature of human relations; this is the nature of politics. Free speech is 
“governed by a constellation of formal and informal rules […] in the public 
domain, we speak not only as individuals but also as members of a larger social 
and moral collective which we all bear the responsibility of maintaining.” 14 

Nevertheless, I dread to imagine a society where freedom of speech – a 
fundamental prerequisite for any democracy, and one of the basic human 
rights – does not exist and, more importantly, cannot be negotiated. Indeed

“the case for heightened protection for freedom of speech is so compel-
ling and the dangers from antispeech measures so constantly threaten-
ing, that the design of a coherent system of freedom of speech must 
include a series of devices calibrated to place speech in a preferred po-
sition in the hierarchy of social values, above the other social interests 
routinely included in the mix of governmental policy-making.” 15
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ing someone’s integrity. In order to understand the concept of free speech, 
one has to understand the concepts of insult, disrespect and humiliation – 
concepts without which freedom of speech can be neither understood nor 
properly exercised. !ose who test these limits might indicate that perhaps 
they do not understand, recognise or respect them. Indeed, to traverse 
these limits o"en indicates that one has impinged upon another’s freedom. 
As such, one could argue that those who are able to recognise the limits of 
free speech, and the responsibilities it entails, are also those who are best 
placed to exercise it. 

In today’s heterogeneous societies, we are conditioned to accept that 
freedom of speech should be subjected to reasonable or legitimate restric-
tions. But what are these restrictions? Freedom of expression and speech 
are o"en curbed for fear of o#ending public decency – but who decides 
what constitutes this common, hypothetically shared sense of public de-
cency? Where is the line separating criticism of a belief system and o#en-
sive, hurtful speech? What marks the boundaries between what should or 
should not be seen, shown, said or heard in public? As Nigel Warburton 
has pointed out, “Today many con$icts [regarding freedom of speech] cen-
tre on questions of respect and disrespect, rather than opinions, truth and 
falsehood.” 24 !is makes the question of free speech even more complex, 
since it places secular, rational, liberal values on a collision course with re-
ligious subjectivity and intuition (not only in relation to Islam, but also the 
religious right in the USA, etc.). Talal Asad has noted that

“because religious values are immune to rational critique, because they 
are based on faith, they are neither neutral nor objective, and they can-
not therefore have the authority of scienti%c facts. To the extent that a 
‘belief ’ is presented as a candidate for truth, it must be held provision-
ally – that is to say, it must not be taken too seriously.” 25

!is is, of course, a purely liberal, secular idea and it is in this dichot-
omy that the western and the Islamic worlds lie in deadlock. Suspended 
and lost in translation, we are each unable to understand a system that 
is based not only on opposing values, but, more importantly, on irrec-
oncilable methodologies of argumentation. It is the opposition of two 
worldviews: one of which remains rooted in medieval belief systems and 
convictions, while the other transports people to the moon and really can, 
at times, heal the blind, crippled and deaf. Nevertheless, even though it 
seems evident in a secular society that convictions not backed by reason 
are weak, it is hard to argue against the position held by a person who is 
sincerely o#ended by something that we might consider an irrational or 
conditioned belief.

has his own manner of life, his own style of life. From then there can be 
no common logos, no possible unity, for the city. 19 

One problem with Plato’s argument is that it indicates that it is advis-
able to keep the “other” out of society. Furthermore, Plato presupposes a 
pre-established unity in society, i.e. a society without dissent or digressive 
opinions and belief systems. 

Foucault developed the concept of parrhesia as a type of discourse in 
which a speaker speaks openly and sincerely without the use of manipu-
lation or rhetoric. Moreover, he also pointed out that, “If there is a kind 
of proof of the sincerity of the parrhesiastes, it is his courage. !e fact that 
a speaker says something dangerous – di#erent from what the majority 
believes – is a strong indication that he is a parrhesiastes.” 20 By extension, 
Mill believed that even if there were one abominable dissident opinion 
within a society, it would be imperative for that opinion to be heard be-
cause society might somehow bene%t from it.

!e limits of freedom
What do we mean by freedom of speech today? How do we de%ne 

the ‘freedom’ part of the phrase? Whose freedom is it and what is it for? 
Where does my freedom end and yours begin? What is its value? As 
George Orwell (1903-50) asked, in his proposed preface to Animal Farm, 
in an essay entitled !e Freedom of the Press, “Is every opinion, however 
unpopular – however foolish, even – entitled to a hearing?” 21 Perhaps the 
best answer was provided by Rosa Luxemburg, who stated that, “Freedom 
is always and exclusively freedom for the one who thinks di#erently.” 22 
Most advocates of free speech acknowledge the need for certain limits to 
be placed on it –&but what are those limits and who de%nes them? Some of 
these questions are so complex and open-ended that they resist resolution 
or categorical answers. For every argument, there is almost invariably a 
counter-argument. As Butler states, it is important to pinpoint “what we 
mean by freedom, since from the beginning freedom has been, not the 
same as the liberty that belongs to the individual, but something socially 
conditioned and socially shared.” 23 Freedom in this sense is also contin-
gent upon understanding the di#erence between notions of private and 
public space.

Free speech is necessarily limited by good education, manners and 
polite behaviour. It involves the deep understanding that one cannot just 
say anything to anyone in any conceivable situation. Understanding free-
dom of speech means understanding what one can say when and where, 
to whom and why; it is not about testing how far one can go before harm-
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ism or political correctness. Today, censorship is o!en exercised in sophis-
ticated and clandestine ways: passed o" as part of the democratic process, 
and o"ered as something that is bene#cial for the public domain. $is proc-
ess engenders self-censorship, and what Sherry Jones has called “politically 
correct stupor.” 27 Marcuse advocated “censorship of regressive movements”, 
especially those on the political right, thus propagating “a paradoxical form 
of intolerance in the name of tolerance.” 28 And, of course, one has to re-
member that so-called tolerance is sometimes little more than indi"erence.

Ownership and regulation of information
Much of the discussion around free speech is also a discussion about 

who controls information – “information” here taken to mean power rath-
er than knowledge. $e recent WikiLeaks scandal prompted innumerable 
press articles on the classi#cation of information, whose outpouring can 
be seen as a symptom of the excessive secrecy inherent to bureaucracies. 
While national security is o!en cited as an argument in this respect, evi-
dence suggests that there is a tendency towards over-classi#cation: 

All governments have a legitimate right to protect national security. 
$is should be a speci#c, and closely scrutinized, area of policy. Most 
of our secrecy rules are designed merely to protect politicians and of-
#cials from embarrassment. Documents are habitually over-classi#ed 
for this purpose… As with all free speech, as with WikiLeaks, context 
is key. It is vital to know when governments collude in torture or other 
illegal acts. 29 

Some argue that this over-classi#cation is unjusti#ed, ine"ective in the 
long-term, and exaggerated: 

$e WikiLeaks disclosures highlight two longstanding and related 
problems that hinder the public’s right to know about governmental 
activities – the over-classi#cation of information and the failure of 
transparency laws to operate in an e"ective manner. Both contribute 
to an environment in which unauthorised disclosures are more likely 
to occur. 30 

We tend to think that censorship is, more o!en than not, imposed upon 
us by governments or states. What is perhaps less evident is the alarming 
e"ect of “corporate consolidation” on freedom of expression, which con-
stitutes a kind of normalised practice in the western world. In his essay 
“Money Talks: $e Economic Foundations of Censorship”, Robert Atkins 
argues that, in fact, the “largest threat to free expression comes from the 
widening in%uence of corporations.” 31 He sites Lawrence Soley’s book Pri-
vate Censorship, Corporate Power which argues that the economic power 
of corporations is today so vast that “they now pose a greater threat to 
free speech than does government”, and that “a more dangerous – and sub-

Self-censorship and tolerance
One of the least examined issues in the free speech debate is that of 

self-censorship and pre-emptive censorship, which are increasingly in#l-
trating our modus operandi. $ese forms of censorship have potentially 
more damaging long-term e"ects than overt or direct censorship since 
they become entrenched in daily practice in insidious ways. In that sense, it 
may be useful to revisit Herbert Marcuse’s seminal 1965 essay “Repressive 
Tolerance”. Marcuse argues that genuine tolerance does not – should not 
– tolerate support of repression and undemocratic practices (also within 
democracies); and that even we, in the western world, tolerate repressive 
and violent practices put in place by the powers that govern us. Indeed, 
we are indoctrinated to tolerate the exercise of violence and repression. 
Marcuse states that: 

Tolerance is an end in itself. $e elimination of violence, and the 
reduction of suppression to the extent required for protecting man 
and animals from cruelty and aggression are preconditions for 
the creation of a humane society. Such a society does not yet exist; 
progress toward it is perhaps more than before arrested by violence 
and suppression on a global scale. As deterrents against nuclear 
war, as police action against subversion, as technical aid in the #ght 
against imperialism and communism, as methods of paci#cation 
in neo-colonial massacres, violence and suppression are promul-
gated, practiced, and defended by democratic and authoritarian 
governments alike, and the people subjected to these governments 
are educated to sustain such practices as necessary for the preserva-
tion of the status quo. Tolerance is extended to policies, conditions, 
and modes of behaviour which should not be tolerated because they 
are impeding, if not destroying, the chances of creating an exist-
ence without fear and misery […] $e political locus of tolerance 
has changed: while it is more or less quietly and constitutionally 
withdrawn from the opposition, it is made compulsory behavior 
with respect to established policies. Tolerance is turned from an ac-
tive into a passive state, from practice to non-practice: laissez-faire 
the constituted authorities. It is the people who tolerate the gov-
ernment, which in turn tolerates opposition within the framework 
determined by the constituted authorities. 26 

What is inferred here is how governments and states enforce methods 
that use tolerance for repressive ends. Marcuse also maintains that our sup-
posedly neutral tolerance of ideas is in reality a highly selective one that 
bene#ts from and is informed by the prevailing beliefs and attitudes of those 
in power, and is thus a form of illusory tolerance. Marcuse’s idea can be re-
lated to the question of self-censorship in the western world today, where 
we condone ideas and practices that we would otherwise #nd intolerable, 
because we have been indoctrinated to do so in the name of multicultural-
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munication. Indicatively, Julian Assange has also called it the “greatest 
spying machine in the world.” 37 Ownership of the internet is one of the 
great questions of the freedom of speech debate, and will remain so for 
years to come. 

Am I right?
In thinking about freedom of speech and my own convictions, and 

sometimes con!icting ideas about it, I am o"en concerned with the neces-
sity of doubt as an integral part of the thinking process. Why should my 
freely spoken opinion be more valid than someone else’s? Should I play the 
devil’s advocate in order to better understand the other side? Do I #nd an-
other person’s comments o$ensive? Is there a deep-seated reason or is it a 
programmatic reaction, and what separates the two? %e fact of the matter, 
however, is that rational-thinking human beings are less likely to be easily 
o$ended. Here, it makes sense to revisit Karl Popper: 

I must teach myself to distrust the dangerous intuitive feeling or 
conviction that it is I who am right. I must distrust this feeling how-
ever strong it may be. Indeed the stronger it is, the more I should 
mistrust it because the stronger it is, the greater is the danger that I 
may deceive myself; and, with it, the danger that I may become an 
intolerant fanatic. 38 

Exercising freedom of speech always involves a delicate balancing act, 
especially in cases where the subject in question is hotly contested. But it 
also requires balancing in almost all cases. %ink, for example, of the issue 
of copyright which both protects the freedom of speech of those who cre-
ate, but also (perhaps) denies it to those who might bene#t: “Copyright and 
freedom of speech should be balanced, just as the interests in reputation 
and personal privacy must be weighed against competing free speech or 
press interests.” 39 %e problem with freedom of speech is precisely this #ne 
line that separates the rights of one person or community from another. At 
what point does crossing it encroach upon another’s territory; when does 
my concept of freedom have an e$ect on yours?

Freedom between the lines
%is is the backdrop, and these are some of the concerns that have in-

formed the exhibition at the Danish Pavilion. While the freedom of speech 
debate can edge towards in!ammatory rhetoric, it should be emphasised 
that the aim of the exhibition is not to shock, provoke or o$end, but to 
provide a series of re!ections on the development of the debate about free-
dom of expression from politics to culture, as well as to question the limits 
that govern the free speech argument. Nor is it the aim of the project to 
invoke notorious episodes of political or artistic censorship, which have 

tle – hindrance to expression in our era of triumphant capitalism and the 
new, neo-liberal economic order may be the in#ltration of our speech and 
thought by the economic: that is, by economically-determined value and 
judgements about worth and appropriateness.” 32 %e ongoing concentra-
tion of ownership of media outlets in private hands and the implementa-
tion of strict copyright laws has not aided the articulation of independent 
voices, opinions and positions. 

%e idea that consumerism provides us with choice –& the freedom of 
consumption – is an illusion and a myth; in fact, it has probably served 
instead to supplant political and civic engagement. In his recent book Free-
dom for Sale, John Kampfner, who is the current chief executive of Index on 
Censorship, documents the rise of what he calls “authoritarian capitalism” 
and asks, “why is it that so many people around the world appear willing 
to give up freedoms in return for either security or prosperity.” 33 His exam-
ples include not only authoritarian regimes such as Singapore, China and 
the United Arab Emirates, but also supposedly democratic countries such 
as Britain and the USA, highlighting the fact that repression of freedom 
of speech and expression is not the sole remit of autocratic governments. 
Similarly, Asad has pointed out that “democratic republics are as capable of 
legislating repression at home and depriving the liberty of weaker peoples 
abroad, whether by military or economic means.” 34 %e UK, for example, 
possesses one #"h of the world’s CCTV cameras, was once described by 
the Washington Post as the world’s premiere surveillance society, and has 
some of the strictest libel laws in the world. 35 In the post 9/11 era, there 
has been an undoubted clampdown on private freedoms the world over. 
Kampfner argues that a modern form of authoritarianism “quite distinct 
from Soviet Communism, Maoism or Fascism is being born. It is providing 
a modicum of a good life, and a quiet life, the ultimate anaesthetic for the 
brain”. 36 We are all implicated in this, and the contemporary disillusion-
ment with politics does not alleviate the situation. 

Certainly, the internet is playing an increasingly powerful role in the 
dissemination of free ideas, and it continues to function as a space where 
ideas can be articulated and activism can be practiced (e.g. recent events 
in Egypt in which the internet and social media empowered people to 
challenge the status quo). Nevertheless, while the internet’s capacity to 
foster mass civil disobedience is potentially vast, as with all technologi-
cal systems, it can be both open and closed: while it can be an equal-
ising and liberating force, increasing commercial interests, copyright 
laws and the privatisation of information threaten its potential for the 
dissemination of ideas and open, non-commercial exchange and com-
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!e artists
!e exhibition "#$$%& '())$*" features 18 international artists of 

di+erent generations (the oldest born in 1934, the youngest in 1981), 
working in diverse media, from photography, painting and installation 
to cartoon and animation. Of these, 13 have been commissioned to make 
new works. !e exhibition includes artists from countries where free-
dom of speech is still contested and under threat, such as China and Iran; 
artists from countries where the issue is becoming increasingly conten-
tious such as the Netherlands; and artists whose work has consistently 
engaged with the issue in one way or another. !e exhibition approaches 
the subject from a contemporary perspective. Yet there are two historical 
positions, each presented for a speci,c reason. One is Jan -vankmajer p.86 
and the other is Robert Crumb p.54, two very di+erent artists. -vankmajer 
came of age as an artist in communist Czechoslovakia. His work was cen-
sored and he was banned from making ,lms for eight years. Like many 
artists who wanted to work in authoritarian regimes without bowing to 
them, he found a language where critique could be expressed in subtle, 
codi,ed ways. Crumb, by contrast, grew up in the USA, was a driving 
force in the underground comix and counter-culture movements of the 
1960s and 1970s, and has always been an unabashed practitioner of open 
free expression, pushing its limits – o.en to the extremes –/in order to 
explore questions of decency, tolerance, propriety, and morality, while 
completely debunking the notion of political correctness. !ey repre-
sent the two opposite ends of the spectrum in the debate, one necessarily 
codi,ed, the other openly confrontational, but both equally critical in 
their own way. 

 
!ere are so many issues that feed into the freedom of speech de-

bate that it would be impossible to tackle them all in a group exhibi-
tion, especially in the con,ned space of a national pavilion in Venice. 
Initially, I had planned to focus on the question of self-censorship, 
but in the course of events and discussions with artists, it transpired 
that this was not one of the key concerns for most of them. !ough 
certain axes of interest were highlighted from my part – most of them 
outlined in this text – artists who were commissioned to make new 
work were free to pursue their own angles. !e result is an exhibition 
with a lot of surprises (as is o.en the case with new commissions), in 
which several complementary strands emerge, rather than one curato-
rial narrative. It is important to point out that the understanding of 
freedom of speech in this context is not only in relation to the spoken 
word, per se, but also to inextricably interrelated issues of freedom of 
artistic expression. 

already been exhausted by the media. !e aim is, rather, to elicit re0exive 
insight into the subject and to highlight the complexities and subjectivities 
that underlie it. !e Czech poet Miroslav Holub once said that censorship 
can never succeed because there is always space between the lines. 40 It is 
precisely this “space in between” that this exhibition aims to navigate, and 
it is also between these lines that some of the best artists operate. What are 
the subjects that artists consider most relevant within this discourse? How 
do they approach sensitive subject matter without resorting to one-liners, 
didacticism, and bias? !e works in the Danish Pavilion hope to o+er some 
insight into these questions.

!roughout the ages, artists have devised creative forms of resistance 
and dissent that bypass the barriers placed upon freedom of expression 
through the use of allegorical or symbolic strategies, or subversive imagi-
nation, which permit readings between the lines. As Czech ,lmmaker Jan 
-vankmajer maintains, “imagination is subversive because it puts the pos-
sible up against the real.” 41 Without being explicitly critical, how have art-
ists transcended limits placed upon their freedom of expression in order 
to deliver counter-speech or critical, subversive content? How can notions 
of resistance to the increasing infringement on freedom of expression and 
speech be encoded in visual practice, in an image? How can an image or 
an object intimate that which has to remain unspoken? Perhaps the visual 
arts, by virtue of their less deterministic and healthily detached way of op-
erating, o+er an antidote to the polarised discourse that o.en governs the 
free speech debate.

!e exhibition at the Danish Pavilion has, to a large degree, been in-
spired by -vankmajer’s seminal 1968 ,lm Zahrada (!e Garden), which is 
included in the exhibition. !is ,lm is a surrealistic masterpiece of subtle 
allusion to, and questioning of, issues regarding power, control, hierarchy, 
authority, institutions, brainwashing, passive acceptance, and self-subju-
gation to an oppressive system – all under a deceptive semblance of nor-
mality. It is perhaps the perfect visual and ,lmic counterpart to an act of 
esoteric writing – to borrow a phrase deployed by the political philosopher 
Leo Strauss (he used the term in relation to literature) – but also a visually 
striking, distinctive work of art. Its political qualities manifest in a subtle, 
suggestive and highly poetic way – which is also one of the goals of the ex-
hibition. As -vankmajer has said, “poetry and imagination create Fantasia, 
which open the gates to freedom.” It is also in this light that the subject of 
freedom of speech will be approached in the exhibition, with several artists 
creating their own reality rather than directly referencing the realities of 
the freedom of speech debate.
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incorporates three formal elements: a stage, a bar and a radio station.
Sharon Hayes’ p.64 work is grounded in a tradition of political speech 

and public space, and revolves around questions of assembly, protest, and 
public order. Her practice is best understood in relation to a social and 
political context in which freedom of speech and expression are contin-
gent upon notions of public space and a collective articulation of speech. 
Hayes’ work draws upon the history of protest and demonstration in order 
to locate global shi!s since the heyday of the civil rights movement and the 
“freedom years” of the postwar era. In his animations, Han Hoogerbrugge 
p.66 approaches the subject from a more personal, introspective angle, ask-
ing questions about his own position in relation to the subject and pointing 
to the contradictions and inner con"icts that occur when we are confront-
ed with free speech dilemmas individually. Mikhail Karikis’ p.68 and Lilibeth 
Cuenca Rasmussen’s p.82 highly theatrical and speech-based performances 
operate largely in the space of symbolic performativity. Karikis’ work cen-
tres on an exploration of con#ning social conventions that determine (or 
restrict) expressive conduct of the “other”, o!en with a focus on gender is-
sues such as male stereotyping or role-playing. Rasmussen’s performances 
explore how questions of race, culture, religion, and nationality determine 
free speech issues from a post-feminist perspective, weaving her own hy-
brid personal identity into this equation. 

Taryn Simon’s p.84 work has o!en focused on the hidden, the secret or 
the suppressed. In the Danish Pavilion she will present two photographic 
projects, one that highlights the plight of women who have been silenced 
or whose freedom to express themselves has been challenged or curbed, 
the other exploring the tendency towards secrecy common amongst gov-
ernments, corporations and bureaucracies. Both involve contested under-
standings of freedom of speech and freedom of expression and bring to 
the fore things that, for reasons private or public, are hidden from view. 
Tala Madani’s p.76 paintings feature imagined scenarios of human, par-
ticularly male, interaction, and function as powerful allegories of cultural 
and sexual identity, coercion and power. Zhang Dali’s p.92 work is directly 
contingent upon the political situation in China, is rooted in an explora-
tion of the state’s continuing practice of suppression of critical free speech, 
and examines the role of photography and the media in the fabrication of 
propaganda and memory. 

Finally, symbolically intimating the threat faced by artists and intellec-
tuals in certain contexts where free speech is not a given, one artist has cho-
sen to remain anonymous and will exhibit under the pseudonym Johannes 
af Tavsheden p.88 (Johannes of Silence, in Danish). ‘Johannes de silentio’ 
was the pseudonym used by Danish philosopher Søren Kierkegaard (1813-
55) when he published his treatise on ethics, Fear and Trembling. $e title 

Agency p.50, for example, investigates questions of copyright, intel-
lectual property, patenting, and trademarking through an ever-growing 
archive of speci#c case studies that explores the problematic relation-
ship between the exercise of property rights and freedom of speech or 
freedom of expression, as it transpires through the clash between in-
dividuals or collectives and competing commercial interests, or things 
that fall in between the cracks of the nature-culture bifurcation. By con-
trast, Ayreen Anastas and Rene Gabri p.52 turn their attention towards 
language rather than speech itself, and speci#cally to the subjectivity 
that is grounded in language. $eir multi-disciplinary practice inter-
rogates prevailing subjectivities within certain languages, starting with 
English, the dominant “universal” language of human rights debates, 
and mulls over the question: how free is free speech when it is articu-
lated predominately within one language? Runo Lagomarsino p.74 also 
works with the potency and subjectivity inherent in language, opening 
up a space for the imagination and for ambiguity, doubt and criticality 
through evocative, poetic-political text-based works. Wendelien Van 
Oldenborgh’s p.80 lens-based works engage with questions about indi-
viduals or minority communities o!en silenced in current public de-
bates: issues such as Eurocentric or nation-based self-understandings, 
new immigrant communities, and contested voices “from beneath”, are 
all highlighted in her practice. Stelios Faitakis’ p.56 and $omas Kilpper’s 
p.70 works, though decidedly di%erent in form, are rooted in an activist 
discourse of human rights engaging in and investigating the relation-
ship between history, politics, memory, and the public sphere. Kilp-
per’s labour-intensive, expansive, haptic installations have focused on 
questions of state repression, particularly in the former East Germany, 
as well as on issues relating to the rights of migrants and sans papiers, 
some of the world’s voiceless communities, ever-growing due to geo-
political and economic shi!s. Faitakis uses the direct expressive power 
of the politically motivated narrative and #gurative mural to deliver a 
scathing critique of human injustices and infringements on freedom of 
speech, expression, and human dignity. 

FOS’ p.60 work connects objects, people and environments; the artist ef-
fectively builds physical structures in which social interaction takes place, 
using the term “social design” to describe this bridging of art and life. FOS 
explores how physical space achieves meaning through social interaction 
and how the aesthetics of social space challenge and transform social situ-
ations, human behaviour and the perception of space. His work thus con-
stitutes an ongoing investigation into the physicality of social relations. For 
the Danish Pavilion, FOS has realised perhaps his most ambitious project to 
date, Osloo, a seventy square metre "oating pavilion in public space which 
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tonic structure of the Danish pavilion and its orthodox, established sym-
bolic value, !omas Kilpper has constructed what he calls a para-pavilion, 
a temporary, informal structure which is adjacent to the two more formal 
modernist and neo-classical buildings that together constitute the Danish 
Pavilion. Kilpper’s pavilion will also host Speakers’ Corner: an open space 
where a series of language-based performances and speech acts on the sub-
ject of free speech will take place. At other times, visitors can use the space 
to deliver their own speech acts. Speakers’ Corner, of course, borrows its 
name from the original in Hyde Park, London, a space where individuals 
or groups freely adopt the right to speak – a tradition that goes back to the 
nineteenth century and the Chartist workers’ movement. Speakers’ Corner 
is an integral part of Kilpper’s pavilion, which is dedicated to revolutionary 
free speech. 

Exhibition architecture
Last, but by no means least, I should like to mention the exhibition 

architecture designed by the artist Tilman Wendland p.90. I opted to work 
with an artist as opposed to an architect for two reasons: one was that I 
wanted to avoid the phenomenon in which the architecture subsumes the 
art (a recognized problematic of much new museum building). Secondly, 
I was convinced that an artist would have a greater understanding of – 
and perhaps also certain empathy for – the works of other artists. Indeed, 
Wendland’s own practice straddles the boundaries between art and archi-
tecture. !e exhibition architecture and scenography he has devised creates 
an overall frame for the works and at the same time imparts the pavilion 
with a distinct architectural and spatial identity. Wendland has negotiated 
the delicate balance necessary to give the exhibited works prominence, 
highlighting their presence in the space, while at the same time arriving 
at a distinct architectural framework that does not overshadow the works, 
but provides a certain atmosphere and aesthetic, and is also immediately 
identi"able as a cohesive exhibition design and spatial statement. His in-
tervention in the Danish Pavilion was not intended to be spectacular but 
subtly present. Wendland has worked to highlight the particularities of the 
building and its aesthetics; his constructions and interventions emphasise, 
shi#, and highlight the given character of the site through minimal and 
economic means. Central to his practice is the aim of creating a speci"c re-
lationship between an object and its surroundings, and to o$er the viewer 
new ways of seeing. Wendland has seemingly e$ortlessly managed to ac-
commodate a large number of artists in what is, a#er all, not a large space. 
By creating a series of intimate spaces in which visitors can interact with 
the work on a one-to-one basis, he challenges the indexical nature of the 
group exhibition format. 

refers to a line from Philippians (11th book of the New Testament): “con-
tinue to work out your salvation with fear and trembling”. !e decision 
of Johannes af Tavsheden to remain anonymous, however, also relates to 
those orthodox mechanisms within the internationalised biennial context 
that propagate the idea of a star system. He writes, “the particularities and 
risks of any act or gesture within a context such as a biennial risk becom-
ing impotent when they are circumscribed by a name, as they (the actions) 
lend themselves too easily to a kind of cynicism, on the part of viewers, 
which would attribute that act to an economics of attention, to games of 
publicity or visibility.” 42

Artists Extra Muros
In thinking about the exhibition and the largely privatised or private-

public context of the Venice Biennale, one of the questions that I became 
preoccupied with is that of the limits of the notion of “the public”. By its 
very de"nition, freedom of speech is negotiated in relation to the pub-
lic. However, a national pavilion within the o%cial structure of the Ven-
ice Biennale is not entirely a public space. We are faced with a restricted 
quasi-public space in which structures "nanced and managed by national 
or state bodies are delimited by exhibition entrance fees (students, scan-
dalously, get a minimal discount). Moreover, the very notion of a national 
representation and all the bureaucracy and o%cialdom that come with 
it, combined with the bureaucracy and o%cialdom of the organisation of 
the Biennale itself means that everything that goes on within this context 
is subject to certain regulatory practices. Of course, this does not neces-
sarily mean censorship (though that, too, has occurred in past Biennales 
– one need only think of the projects of Jacques Charlier, Emily Jacir, and 
Gregor Schneider in recent years). 

To counteract the reality of the more rare"ed space that is the Giardini 
during the Biennale, this year the Danish Pavilion includes one genuinely 
public project, FOS’ Osloo: at once a &oating pavilion, a bar, and a space 
designed to host a programme of events, Osloo can be seen as the alter ego 
of the Danish Pavilion. It is an informal public space for social interaction 
situated in a public site outside the Giardini that is freely accessible to all. 
In contrast to the increasing privatisation of public space, as well as restric-
tions being put on how it might be used, Osloo o$ers a generous, albeit 
modest, antidote. FOS will also be represented inside the Danish Pavilion, 
where he will present an installation which functions as a representational 
preview for Osloo.

In the same light, aiming to challenge the o%cial, permanent architec-



Immanuel Kant states that the authority that takes away freedom of 
expression also removes the freedom to think. Kant infers that in order to 
make sound judgements we need to be exposed to a multiplicity of o!en 
con"icting, disconcerting or disagreeable ideas. Free speech is a prerequi-
site for legitimate government: without it, democratic participatory poli-
tics, open resistance and protest against injustice or oppression is impos-
sible; and without freedom of debate, elections are meaningless. Without 
freedom of expression, education, art, science, and any form of intellectual 
enquiry cannot be properly pursued; imagination is sti"ed, and knowledge 
barred. Being brought into contact with diverse thoughts, ideas and infor-
mation can only be done when these are made public. #e development of 
one’s thoughts and ideas is always fed and nurtured by a public, collective 
dialogue. It is this public dialogue that the Danish Pavilion aims to insti-
gate. In closing, I’d like to revisit the words of Justice Louis Brandeis (1856-
1941), an outspoken advocate of free speech who cautioned that

“order cannot be secured merely through fear of punishment for 
its infraction; that it is hazardous to discourage thought, hope and 
imagination; that fear breeds repression; that repression breeds hate; 
that hate menaces stable government; that the path of safety lies in the 
opportunity to discuss freely supposed grievances and proposed rem-
edies; and that the $tting remedy for evil counsels is good ones.” 46 

#ese words ring as true today as when Brandeis $rst articulated them. 
Speech does indeed matter.

Brussels, April 2011
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Years ago, I remember a colleague telling me that doing a group exhibi-
tion in a national pavilion in Venice is suicide, given the short attention 
span of many visitors and the competitive, spectacle-driven phenomenon 
that o!en characterises one of the world’s most visible and visited bienni-
als. I shall not linger too long on the notion of the national pavilion, whose 
relevance is questioned by many, and whose existence is seen, by some, 
as antiquated. #e fact that this is an international exhibition provides an 
answer as to my own position on the subject. On the one hand, its political 
subject matter comes from a desire to articulate a more meaningful discur-
sive space – one that does not shy away from potential heated debate – in 
one of the archetypal spaces for cultural consumption; and, on the other, 
from a desire to articulate a subject that I consider both globally relevant 
and at the heart of artistic practice itself. While it is true that the exhibition 
demands a considerable investment in time on the part of the viewer, I am 
hopeful that those who do so will be rewarded in their encounter with the 
works of these artists, and their capacity to demonstrate how art can con-
vey a greater complexity to this most timely and sensitive of issues. 

Conclusion
#e approach undertaken here makes the case for a commitment to 

conscientious free speech, and its protection, since the world is now a 
place where hard-earned or unfettered freedoms are by and large in retreat. 
Commitment to free speech involves protecting that which one wants to 
hear but also that which one may $nd objectionable. #is principle lies at 
the heart of an open, democratic society and is a basic human right. Living 
in a mature society involves learning how to deal with o%ence, thinking 
rationally and trying to question and step outside one’s own certitudes. In 
Giving O!ense: Essays on Censorship, J.M. Coetzee, the novelist and Nobel 
laureate, references Jeremy Waldron’s notion of ethical confrontation and 
calls it “One of the tests of a free and progressive society.” 43 Barendt goes 
further to state that, “All aspects of individual human dignity are, at least 
to some extent, determined by social and cultural perceptions which can 
properly be contested. From this perspective commitment to freedom of 
speech requires the tolerance of even personal abuse, however wound-
ing it is to the individual victim.” 44 Furthermore, as Mintcheva states, 
“Some words and images may indeed hurt – no matter how they are used 
– because they are deeply rooted in the scars and unhealed wounds of 
history and social discord. Banning them, unfortunately, is not likely to 
erase the pain of historical reality” 45 Nor is censorship likely to change 
cemented opinions: learning to negotiate di%erence through dialogue 
and considered debate should be one of the great educational projects 
for years to come. 

I would like to extend a warm thanks to all of the artists who have responded in such a tremendous 
way to the challenge of this exhibition; the Danish Arts Council Committee for International Visual 
Arts, and particularly Christine Buhl Andersen for believing in the project and wholeheartedly sup-
porting it through thick and thin; Helga Just Christoffersen for being the most terrific, efficient and fun 
project coordinator ever – it has been a fantastic, unforgettable, adventure we’ve been on together; 
Troels Bruun, Annapaola Passarini, Augustin Schoenemakers and everyone at Emmepiùbistudio in 
Venice for their hands-on, committed and invaluable contribution to the realisation of the Danish 
Pavilion’s most ambitious project to date; Emil Krøyer and Thilo Frank for their meticulous attention 
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What remains of the principles of equality and fraternity that in 1798 
led to the triumph of the amazing movement for freedom of speech and 
morals which provoked the fall of the ancien régime and, with it, the end 
of monarchical and religious totalitarianism? Rather than an actual im-
plementation of human rights, what we have are spectacular declarations 
and a lot of empty talk. An event that drastically changed the history of the 
human species o!ered the occasion for the ideas of the encyclopedists – of 
the Diderots, d’Alemberts, Holbachs, Rousseaus, and Voltaires – to pass 
from dream to reality. What had been the source of religious obscurantism, 
of narrow-mindedness, and of edicts forbidding freedom of thought? In a 
word: the social and economic paralysis established by the absolute predo-
minance of an agrarian economy.

Only the French Revolution broke free of the strait jacket that had im-
mobilised the bourgeoisie’s pre-industrial dynamism. "us it brought to 
the light of day a multitude of beings who had been con#ned to a body 
sti$ed under the weight of dogma and prejudice. But in what key was this 
symphony of universal tolerance composed? What was the governing tona-
lity of this polyphonic chant, heard then for the #rst time in history, whe-
rein a variety of opinions could run free, and be joined to such a resolute 

Freedom of expression 
and the rights 

of human beings
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ption. When uprisings in the colonies imperilled the supply of raw mate-
rial, proletarians, now also invited to the fools’ feast of generalised consum-
ption, became used to putting a consumer’s suit over their blue collars. It 
took them some time to realise that, in passing from a constraining factory 
to one where alienation held a seductive allure, they had actually gotten 
themselves caught up in a new politics of colonisation: that of the labou-
ring masses. And capitalists reaped a double pro!t from the operation: for 
one, surplus value su"ered less from incessant demands from labour; for 
another, making consumer goods that had formerly been reserved for the 
bourgeoisie accessible to the greatest number served to disarm the pro-
letariat, for it cunningly incited him to work more to consume more, it 
deprived him little by little of his class consciousness, so much so that even 
his name, proletarian, was rendered obsolete.

#e sacrosanct hierarchical power ruthlessly prescribed by the need 
to produce tends to fall apart, to the pro!t of a supermarket democracy 
wherein free choice is subjected to one, and only one, restrictive clause: 
one must present oneself at the cash register and pay for one’s purchases. 
We had to wait until the uprisings of May 1968 in France to appreciate the 
extent to which consumerism, the promise of a society of wellbeing, and 
the disenchantment that follows it, had created the conditions favourable 
to a real revolution of daily life, one that swept in its path all the values that 
bourgeois modernism had inherited from an archaic society and claimed 
as its own: patriarchal authority, hierarchy, church, the army, labour, sacri-
!ce, dominance of the male and the father, contempt for women, children, 
nature. If the ancient virtue of sacri!ce was so easily demolished, it is be-
cause consumerism had already weakened it by hitting it with a hedoni-
sm that sells. #e radical critique of labour itself bene!ted from the new 
economic wave, as work ceased to be the sole source of surplus value, to 
become simply the means for buying happiness on a payment plan. Even 
the emancipation of women and children, kindness towards animals, and 
the respect for nature !nd their origin in the need to seduce consumers 
with new motivations likely to increase sales !gures.

History may not repeat itself, but its irony never stops winking at us. 
Free trade, which had promised so many guarantees to freedom of mind 
and body before coming under the yoke of a restored patriarchal power, 
here favours, by means of consumerism, a freedom of rights, of critique, 
and of expression whose example no other era had pushed so far. Never 
before did free speech illustrate so well Louis Scutenaire’s malicious formu-
la: “#ere are things you don’t tri$e with… enough!” No authority – be it 
parental, religious, ideological, state, or moral – escapes critical virulence. 

desire for individual and social emancipation? It must be admitted that it 
was free trade, free exchange. #e free circulation of goods and people, the 
Revolution’s main victory, gave legitimacy to the freedom of thought for 
which Diderot, Voltaire, Rousseau, and the encyclopedists had fought long 
and hard. What we shall see is that this same freedom, granted at !rst but 
subsequently reserved exclusively for trade and pro!t, renounces, !ghts 
against, forbids, or empties of their content the inalienable rights it had hel-
ped establish. Like Bolshevism, which crushed the workers’ councils that 
had sprung up spontaneously in 1917, state Jacobism, acting in the name 
of Revolutionary power, mutilated the freedoms that the Girondists, we 
might note in passing, were considering subjecting to business pro!ts.

#e victory of capitalism over the agrarian economy that had ruled the 
earth for centuries brought industrial dynamism to the forefront and made 
the captain of industry the model of the new man, the Promethean man. 
But capitalism had barely emerged from the shell of archaic economics 
when, it too, revealed itself to be a closed structure, an immobile world, 
bounded by the search for pro!t and the repression of those who stood 
in its way, within which change only took place in an enclosure. To justify 
the exploitation of the proletariat, industrial capitalism propagated an ide-
ology of technical and social progress that it cynically identi!ed with the 
unbridled increase of employers’ pro!ts. An arsenal of laws reinforcing the 
freedom to become ever wealthier was used to sabotage the freedom to 
live and silence its cry. Meanwhile, the iron law of maximum pro!ts which 
governs the evolution of capitalism would lead it to replace its old structure 
with a modern form, better suited to its rapacity.

#e production of goods and raw material had been the primary sector 
of the economy and the principal source of pro!ts in the nineteenth century. 
A new direction, however, was outlined in the 1950s, and it was to cause a 
considerable upheaval in morals and mentalities. #e need to produce had 
built on forced labour a class of slaves, who di"ered from the serfs of the an-
cien régime only by their consciousness of their alienation and struggle. And 
where did this class !nd its weapons, if not in the Enlightenment philosophy 
from which the bourgeoisie too had borrowed its weapons to defeat the an-
cien régime, only then to impose its own despotism? #e proletariat found 
patriarchal power – a privilege of the monarchical and theocratic regime 
against which the thinkers of the bourgeoisie had rebelled – no less fero-
ciously repressive under its secularised form, stripped of a now useless God.

In the second half of the twentieth century, the all-powerful sector of 
industrial production was gradually superseded by the sector of consum-
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price. !e motto, “nothing is true, everything is allowed”, propagates a 
nihilism that could not be more auspicious for business, for chaos favours 
embezzlement of every sort. It sells o" past ruins by ruining the present, it 
guarantees discounted prices on rubble, it #oods the market with dead ide-
as hastily galvanised by the reactions of fear and death it itself propagates. 
!us we witness the bloodstained resurgence of nationalism, religious fa-
naticism, and puritanism. !e most archaic conservatism eats at the trough 
of this cheap humanism, which no one believes in, but which the market 
uses as an attractive packaging.

!e commercial spirit that had presided over its birth is today a threat 
to freedom of expression. What had once served to open it now chains it 
up, its stranglehold on expression keeping pace with the stranglehold that 
the circle of pro$t has on the world. !is closed world, in which money 
revolves on itself in a gradual loss, is reminiscent, mutatis mutandis, of the 
paralysis that was the rule on the eve of 1789. Far from representing the 
interest of citizens, the state, captive to $nancial markets, has undertaken 
to swindle its citizens in order to $nance a democracy corrupted by $-
nancial embezzlement. !e freedom to live and express oneself freely that 
earned its place at the table during the 1960s clashes with the oppression 
of $nancial markets, which impose their diktats on states, robbing citizens 
of their social rights, bankrupting public services, basic industries (metal-
lurgy, textile, housing, etc.), public transport, the post, education, health, 
agriculture.

!e collapse of political ideologies opened the space for a clientelism 
that, from the extreme le% to the extreme right, issues in a populism whose 
emotional manipulation trades on what is vilest and most demeaning in 
human nature: its predatory instinct. Delivered into the hands of wheeling 
and dealing ma$as, the Swindler State manages to exercise but one fun-
ction: repression. !e more budgetary restrictions weaken and impoverish 
the society, the more punishing and excluding its essence appears. It puts 
in place an arsenal of constraints, proscriptions, and controls that not only 
infantilise citizens, but that are designed, supposedly, to protect them from 
themselves. A multitude of prohibitions conspire to get under their skin. 
Smokers are penalised, but cigarette companies are not threatened; driving 
fast is reprehensible, but buying cars valued for their speed is not. More 
scandalous still, everyone is called upon to comply with the measures that 
that ma$a, the pharmaceutical industry, takes against herbal medicine, 
medicinal plants, and natural seeds. !e key point is actually to verify a po-
pulation’s capacity for obedience, to gauge its degree of servility. Leaders, 
defecated on by banks and their racketeering, try to exonerate themselves 

Censure is ridiculed. It’s over for the supposed crime of blasphemy, for the 
principle of lese-majesty, for the impunity of heads of state, for the moral 
order, and for the respect owed to ecclesiastic and secular dignitaries. Alas, 
all that is not $rmly rooted in daily experience is quickly enlisted into the 
marsh of everyday corruption. Certainly, the fad for consumable freedoms 
did not have as its aim the emancipation of men and women, but was rather 
governed by a very hackneyed leitmotif: “Consume! Consume whatever 
you want, but consume!” As the exchange value of a product is, economi-
cally speaking, more important than its use value or quality, market logic 
tended to level out and render interchangeable those products and ideas 
that, in the past, had either been glori$ed with prestige or discredited alto-
gether. A veritable purge does not spare even the (supposedly unchanging) 
religious and ideological values – the human values of authenticity, solida-
rity, freedom of body and mind – that had been passed on from generation 
to generation despite the oppression and the lies of those in power.

!e radicality of the mouvements des occupations of May 1968 succe-
eded in taking advantage of the breach opened by the passage from a ca-
pitalism based on production to one based on consumerism, and thus to 
deal a fatal blow to old patriarchal values and to the proscriptions they had 
promulgated through the centuries. By denouncing the imposture of the 
welfare state and its marketable wellbeing, those radical movements were 
bent on privileging life over survival, and on carrying out a daily struggle 
in support of the values of individual and social emancipation. !e insur-
rections of May 1968 brought to light the arti$ciality of these freedoms, 
manipulated as they were by the freedom of trade, and pit against them 
the rights, not of abstract man, but of the human being. !ese ideas, which 
shook o" the yoke of religions and ideologies, have not lost their force. 
Why is it, then, that they have been reduced to work clandestinely? Becau-
se consumer capitalism, in its most recent development, is losing ground to 
$nancial capitalism, which draws most of its pro$ts from the stock market. 
!e cyclone of speculation has succeeded in razing the values of the past, 
whether human or inhuman. No belief, idea, or behaviour has resisted mo-
netary #ux. Everything is cancelled out by being exchanged for anything 
and everything, to the sole gain of the one absolute value: money. !is 
mad money, which revolves on itself and ruins the planet in its unbridled 
search for short-term pro$ts, is no longer reinvested into the dynamism of 
the company.

!e absurd dictatorship of speculation instituted a reign of apocalyp-
tic mercantilism whose headlong race into the abyss terri$es and darkens 
bodies and minds. No new #ower blooms under the aegis of pro$t at any 
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the young Zapatista movement in Chiapas was saved from being wiped 
out by the Mexican army by alerting the entire world and by garnering a 
worldwide support movement. However, the internet also o!ers the power 
and possibility to identify subversion and "ght against it. Social media are 
only an instrument. #eir use has played an important role in the emanci-
pation movement now rattling the Arab world and threatening to spread 
across the globe, but what is really crucial is the awareness shown by the 
individuals and populations that have stood up against being oppressed 
and manipulated. What is crucial is their aspiration to take charge of their 
own destiny.$Digital communication is nothing if there is not a desire for 
solidarity behind it. But its importance when put at the service of human 
generosity can be considerable. #e signi"cance of WikiLeaks lies less in 
the denunciation of state secrets used to justify lies, of the barbarism and 
the manipulation of citizens, than in the demonstration that it is possible 
to break down all the barriers of oppression.

Freedom of expression consists in combating that which fetters it. #e 
"ght to ensure that everything – even the most deceitful and foul words 
– enjoys the right to be expressed without the threat of legal censure goes 
hand in hand with the demand for the unconditional condemnation of 
every inhuman act which pleads that its perpetration is sanctioned by an 
opinion. In the face of the totalitarian vocation to pro"t, power, corruption, 
and populism, freedom of expression is, invariably, inseparable from civil 
disobedience, individual and collective emancipation, and from the project 
of replacing a market society with a human one. To forbid an opinion or 
impose a diktat, be it religious or secular, puritan or hedonist, progressive 
or conservative, is to treat citizens as idiots, blind followers of herd preju-
dice who are incapable of thinking on their own. Neither the indignations 
of humanists nor the protestations of political orators, corrupted by their 
taste for power, will manage to put a stop to the contemptible resurgence of 
nationalism or to the barbarism of segregation and exclusion. #e only way 
to stop it is the perfectly clear realisation that there are neither French, nor 
Russians, nor Turks, nor Kurds, nor Walloons, nor Flemings, nor Uzbeks, 
nor Bretons, but only human beings, "ghting against what dehumanises 
them and keeps them from living as they would like to live.$To grant prio-
rity, not to survival, but to life and to the poetry of the human being, is 
the only way to put an end to oppression and to the desperate violence it 
engenders.

Flobecq (B), April 2011

Translated from French by Emiliano Battista

of their stupidity and cowardice by making citizens stupid and afraid, and 
thus receptive to the paternal and reassuring tutelage imposed on them.

Anything that eludes control, other than "nancial speculation, is not 
only deemed dangerous, but also feeds into the generalised fear that makes 
us crawl and incites everyone to servility. When citizens, seized by fear that 
they will be disowned of their goods and rights, barricade themselves in 
self-defence, just who do they see as their enemy? Not, as one might expect, 
those responsible for their impoverishment and distress: not the banking 
system, the IMF, the WTO, or multinationals. Playing on fatalism, resigna-
tion, and despair, governments and media do everything they can to keep 
populations from directing their anger at the dictatorship of markets and 
their stewards. #e old scapegoat strategy – its e%ciency demonstrated by 
Hitler, Stalin, Mao Zedong, Pol Pot, Milosevic and company – has pride 
of place in the e!ort to convince the masses that the social crisis is not the 
work of banks, but of gypsies, Arabs, Jews, homosexuals, and outsiders.

#e liberties granted to "nancial markets imperil the liberties of the hu-
man being. A fascist populism relies on fear and on predatory aggression 
to persecute the ‘foreigner’ and to recuperate, for its bene"t, the rage of citi-
zens who have been robbed of their rights by racketeering. And what have 
we found to combat this fascist populism? A le&-wing populism, one that 
protects the system of oppression, peddles a hypocritical humanism, assi-
milates the critique of Israeli politics to anti-Semitism, sounds the alarm of 
Islamophobia when Islam is taken to task for its contempt for women, and 
speaks of racism and of endangering multiculturalism when excision and 
the barbarism of certain ethnic customs are judged intolerable.$

#ere is, moreover, a stealthy way to depreciate freedom of expres-
sion: simply to drag it into false debates that distance it from real ones. 
#e useless quarrel over the hijab, for example, obscured what should be 
a fundamental demand: the "ght for women’s rights, without which the 
rights of man are an imposture. Even so, nothing succeeds in driving out 
the awareness that life is in us, that it belongs to us, and that nothing can 
disown us of it. #e spontaneous uprisings in the Maghreb have been a 
timely reminder to Europeans that passivity has limits, that the lethargy 
was o&en only apparent, and that the underground simmering of energies 
could still evoke its forerunner of 1789. #e existence of the Web showed 
its capacity to elude the grip that multinational ma"as have on traditio-
nal news media. We saw an international network revive the ideas of free-
doms, call for civil disobedience, encourage the "ght against dictatorship 
and corruption, and propagate the notion of direct democracy. In 1994, 
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Katerina Gregos: Could one conclude that the 
present international intervention in Libya is in line 
with the historical understanding of what you and 
Michael Hardt have called Empire?

Antonio Negri: My impression is that what we wrote in Empire al-
most !"een years ago is more or less correct, in the sense that today the 
geopolitical horizon is in fact globalised, and the way in which intervention 
is carried out within the global system continues to be very centralised. 
However, as we pointed out in the books we published later, both in Mul-
titude and in the latest, Commonwealth, what is clear is that the weakening 
of the centrality of America, the American decline, so to speak, gives rise 
to a multiplicity, a pluralism of stances, of points of power that is becom-
ing more and more evident. #e world is uni!ed, but within this uni!ca-
tion di$erent points of power emerge. When we were writing Empire, it 
was impossible to imagine, for example, that the growth of Chinese power 
would reach the peak it has actually reached; it was impossible to imagine 
that in Latin America the democratisation process would consolidate, and 
a great power like Brazil would emerge; it was di%cult to imagine what 
the process of adjustment of the former Soviet Union would be; and it was 
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recently witnessed parts of the North African world 
awash with insurgent energy and revolutionary im-
pulse. Clearly, you could not have been aware of 
these recent developments when you were writing 
Empire, but is it justified to say that these develop-
ments are, more or less, what you had in mind and 
were predicting?

AN: Well, certainly we were not thinking of such a speci!c location. 
But we did think that only multitudes could oppose multinational capi-
tal: the !nancial capital that was organising and reorganising imperial 
power globally. Now, as a matter of fact these multitudes were plural and 
democratic movements coming from below. When we were writing Em-
pire, at the end of the 1990s, we felt connected with the no-global, no-war, 
no-logo movements. Saying that today there is direct continuity between 
these movements and the movements that are now sweeping across the 
Arab countries would be imprecise. However, the current atmosphere, 
or, better, the aura is a very speci!c one. Rather than 1968 (and I’m say-
ing this because in Italy we have just celebrated the 150th anniversary of 
the Risorgimento), it exactly resembles those great European phenomena 
such as 1848: irresistible movements that lasted almost a century a"er the 
French Revolution; in short, great movements of this kind, deeply demo-
cratic movements that later were mutilated by the idea of the nation and 
the nationalism that followed.

KG: The grassroots momentum – which is driven 
by the multitudes – is unquestionable at the mo-
ment. However, there is also the danger of a 
power vacuum. Tunisia and Egypt are proof that 
non-violent revolutions from below are possible; 
but Libya, Syria, Yemen and Bahrain are proof that 
the powers that be stil l can and will hit back hard. 
Some have compared the events in Tunisia and 
Egypt with the implosion of communism in 1989. 
Others have pointed to the Iranian revolution of 
1979, which ended the reign of the Shah, but was 
replaced by the hard-line fundamentalism of Kho-
meini. Should one not be afraid of a power vac-
uum, with the mullahs waiting for their chance to 
take over? 

even more di#cult to think that a revolutionary wave would sweep across 
the Arab world – to the point that, probably, one of the centres of power of 
the next imperial constitution will be located in the Arab world.

KG: America is indeed in decline, but it still takes he-
gemonic decisions such as repeated armed “humani-
tarian” intervention (Iraq, Afghanistan, Libya, Kosovo, 
etc.). Isn’t this centralised intervention still a kind of 
exercising of sovereignty by a global or supra-na-
tional power? 

AN: We should make it clear what hegemony means. I think that rather 
than a way of exercising hegemony, it’s a way of exercising sovereignty, in 
the full sense of the term. Clearly, the intervention in Libya is a classic 
counter-revolutionary intervention. $e movement has burst out in these 
countries – a movement that probably had already started a decade ago, 
in a very mysti!ed and perverted form (for example in Algeria, where it 
had been repressed with an absolutely dreadful violence, about 500,000 
people, or even more, were killed during the repression that came a"er the 
democratic elections, which were won by the Islamists). $at the move-
ment has started again proves that the control of the Arab oil area by means 
of pro!ts from that oil is no longer enough. It’s an irresistible and very 
deep-rooted movement that breaks with a situation that was really di#cult 
to understand, and that was hard to see how it could continue to last. In 
Egypt it has settled. But it continues to move forward to the Persian Gulf, 
and to the monarchies there. It’s really something very deep-rooted, and 
we don’t know if it’s going to stop there or if it’s going to reach the margins 
of Southern Asia. 

$e most equivocal situation was in Libya, and it’s in Libya that this war 
of a hegemonic-imperial coalition has started with an intervention of neu-
tralisation, almost an exorcism. It’s an attempt to take the measure of the 
revolutionary process – this is more or less the current situation. When we 
speak of “Empire”, when we speak of sovereignty, we speak of capitalism, 
the capitalism of the multinationals: they have the control, and not Obama, 
not the United States. It’s the New York Stock Exchange, or the London 
Stock Exchange, they have the control. It’s the !nancial capitals that have 
the control. And they are the ones that set the armies in motion.

KG: Empire suggests that globalisation offers new 
possibilities for resistance “from below”. We have 
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generally a whole series of movements that have emerged also in the USA 
and in Europe over the last twenty years, have grown with the internet. I 
have to say that this process of re-appropriation of information and com-
munication from below, by the individuals, is clearly extremely important; 
however, it also generates attempts to control, and will generate more and 
more of them. I’m not referring only to small things that, a!er all, are quite 
naive, such as the invention and the attempt to introduce obvious ideo-
logical patterns or fears, moments of risk, exaggerated information, a new 
Orson Welles who tells us that the Martians have landed on Earth, and 
so on. All this is absolutely predictable, and that’s where a big problem 
emerges. In my continuous dialogue with my Tunisian comrades (but even 
before, for instance in Bolivia or in other countries where I contributed to 
the discussion about the new constitution), it is evident that the big prob-
lem is the separation of communication from "nancial power. #is is the 
fundamental element that must become part of any new constitution. Until 
now, freedom of speech and freedom of expression have never been linked 
to material conditions. Today in Italy we have Berlusconi who, thanks to 
“freedom of expression”, holds 100 per cent of public communication in 
Italy. And this is shameful, it goes beyond good sense, not simply the 
claiming of rights, but good sense. #erefore, from this perspective, one 
of the absolutely fundamental claims of these new movements (which to-
day are showing us a new ground for the de"nition of freedoms, precisely 
because they are in their constituent phase) refers to this: the absolute 
separation between the right of expression and the power to dominate 
expression.

KG: I totally agree with that. I want to return to this 
idea of financial power that you spoke about before. 
Your concept of the multitude replaces, in a sense, 
the older concept of the working class. The need to 
invent a new term was partly due to the fact that 
the nature of labour has changed, from industrial 
production to the production of ideas, services, care 
and – in a sense – life itself. We have experienced 
the disastrous international banking crisis caused by 
the production of ideas, such as the highly abstract 
mathematical products hardly understood by any-
one and, therefore, in the end, uncontrollable by the 
system. How might the multitude protect itself from 
something like that recurring in the future?

AN: Well... #at’s the cost of political innovation. Without this fantastic 
capability that multitudes have to build history, the world would be very 
sad. Obviously, there are terrible examples of reaction. But what I cannot 
understand is why some people always speak about the reaction and not 
the revolution itself. I think that the revolution is ontologically primary, 
and, whatever the reaction, the world we are faced with a!er the revolu-
tion is a world that has changed – whereas the world resulting from the 
reaction is a dead world. #erefore, speaking of the current events in the 
Arab world, especially in the Mediterranean region, it is clear that an en-
tire series of possibilities of mediation (and, therefore, of a relative politi-
cal vacuum) is already visible. #ere is, for example, a terrible confusion 
between political power and religious power in Morocco; there is a kind 
of fear of undertaking new insurrectionary processes in Algeria; there is 
already an alliance between that strange Egyptian army (which practically 
is the organised middle-class), and the Muslim Brotherhood. #en, there 
will also be forces that, like in Iran, will resort to religion in the attempt to 
"nd communities they are unable to "nd elsewhere. As usual, the reaction 
has its reasons, too, and we always have to be very careful in interpreting 
them in order to avoid always seeing the devil – the devil always disguises 
himself, he is always a bit like Faust, so to speak. #erefore, what is impor-
tant today is insisting exactly on the radicality and depth, on the intensity 
and consistency of the revolutionary process in the Arab countries. It is 
something really incredible – I have many contacts there, and am really 
impressed by what my comrades and friends tell me.

KG: In terms of the communication of ideas, includ-
ing political ones, we are faced with a very differ-
ent world today compared to, say, even twenty 
years ago. What role do you see the internet and 
social networks playing in the freedom of press 
and speech? What is your opinion on the worldwide 
use of digital communication tools such as email, 
SMS, Twitter and the like, which has mobilised thou-
sands of people in Tunisia and Egypt? Is it possible 
to see this as an extremely powerful tool for or-
ganising people? It is quite indicative that the first 
thing that was shut down in Egypt was the internet...

AN: Actually I believe that the importance of the internet in all its 
forms, let’s put it like this, of the new electronic communication environ-
ment, is absolutely fundamental. Movements like the Arab one, but more 
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success and prosperity without political freedom? 
How do you feel about the fact that economies now 
grow with little or no democratic progress? Is the 
gap between existing democracies and autocracies 
narrowing in that respect? 

AN: !is is true, at least in part. In other words, I am very suspicious 
of this type of historical judgement – because there are actual di"erences 
[between democracies and autocracies]. And we also have to consider that 
the change of labour into intellectual labour, into cognitive labour implies 
freedom. I’ll give you an example. !e Soviets had invented the most pow-
erful computers that existed at the time. With those computers they could 
send satellites anywhere. A#er producing these extraordinary computers, 
they were unable to produce the personal computer –$ because freedom 
was missing. !anks to freedom, the Americans could invent a new type 
of production that went beyond Taylorism, Fordism, and the old way of 
organising industry. !ey succeeded in making labour more productive. 
I do not deny that there is a strong mysti%cation of freedom by means 
of consumerist strategies; however, we should be very careful: in China, 
for instance, freedom hasn’t emerged yet. In China many people are still 
hungry, purely and simply. But beyond this – and we are not like Paso-
lini, who considered the hungry as superior beings in terms of civiliza-
tion – beyond this, we %nd precisely that other dimension, according to 
which freedom is necessary for production. Capitalism becomes con-
tradictory for this reason, because it cannot grant that freedom which 
is productive.

KG: You had limitations placed on your own personal 
freedom during your incarceration. Is that why you 
are sceptical about the notions of free speech and 
have never published on human rights? How would 
you define personal freedom, in light of your own 
experience? What do freedom of expression and 
freedom of speech mean to you?

AN: I was condemned because of “freedom of thought” – because I 
had written things that those in power did not accept. And, since I was 
an important university professor, I was [supposedly] corrupting young 
people. For this, I was sentenced to seventeen years’ imprisonment. !ere-
fore, I think that the right of expression is absolutely fundamental; but I 
doubt that a mere debate on the right of expression can lay foundations 

AN: First: the multitude does not replace the working class. On the 
contrary, it develops its dimension into a new one, a new society where 
labour has actually changed in such a way that the cognitive elements are 
becoming more and more important in the processes of valorisation of 
capital. Second: the multitude will never have control over %nance. But the 
democratic institutions we are attempting to create must do so. !erefore, 
the shi# from the multitudes to the democratic institutions is a political 
and constitutional shi# which, I think, will be the fundamental element 
in an entirely new phase of subversive, revolutionary and transformative 
political thought and action. We should be careful because %nance is no 
longer separated from production: the purpose of %nance is to produce 
socially. Finance is a tissue of production, and not a mirror, within this 
%nancial process that has followed the changes of labour. When labour 
became social, the only way to measure it was through %nance. Later on, 
elements of corruption, %nancial bubbles, and construction emerged with-
in the process, because necessary forms of control were missing. !ere is 
neither good %nance nor bad %nance: neither a good %nance that meas-
ures social labour, nor a bad %nance that uses perverted if sophisticated 
%nancial tools. !ere is a single %nance, which should be controlled 
and repossessed by labour, by the multitudes. Clearly, in order to do so 
we need institutions that play a role in this %eld. I think, for instance, 
that a good experiment may take place in the Arab countries as soon 
as the multitudes gain control of oil and its enormous %nancial power 
by means of democratic tools. !ese are experiments, but we have to 
go on with them. We don’t want atomic energy because it is absolutely 
undemocratic by de%nition. Instead, we want to reappropriate all these 
elements, which are common. Finance and money are common things – 
they can no longer be privatised. Money is common, we need it, we need 
it to exchange...

KG: Speaking of finance, of course, also means 
speaking about capitalism. One of the problems 
with capitalism is that it creates endless and unful-
filled needs. In his recent book Freedom for Sale 
John Kampfner (the journalist and head of Index on 
Censorship) argues that people all around the world 
appear willing to give up their freedoms in return 
for the promise of prosperity, material consumption 
and security. How do you feel about this ongoing de-
cline in political engagement in return for the numb-
ing drug of consumption? Can one have economic 
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AN: I am absolutely convinced that freedom of expression must be to-
tal. From this perspective, I am absolutely Voltairean. Clearly, there are 
problems that do not concern freedom in itself, but rather the use we make 
of freedom (which is a di!erent thing). I am free to live, but I have to live 
with others. "erefore, there are problems of respect, there are problems 
of political relations that cannot be turned into simple violence, and so 
on. "ese problems are contingent. And who decides? Actually, this is the 
problem of democracy. But it is the problem of a perverted democracy, a 
democracy that is non-existent from this point of view; it’s the problem we 
were discussing before, the press, the blocking or dramatisation of debate. I 
am absolutely convinced that there was a speci#c will to create the scandal 
of freedom of expression in Denmark. It’s a political will aimed at creating 
precisely that populism, that kind of fascist reaction that emerged. I am 
absolutely convinced of this, and I am convinced that we can prove it; it is 
very important to observe that it happened in many countries, not only in 
Denmark, at the same time, at the same moment. Really, a huge push came 
from far-right movements to exacerbate the debate on freedom of expres-
sion –$to reach the breaking point. In Italy one of the bestsellers was Oriana 
Fallaci’s book on Islam, which is even worse than the Danish comics. If you 
just think that until four or #ve years ago Islam was considered the enemy 
of everything: freedom, human happiness; it was the symbol of absolute 
fanaticism. And the people who are now rising in revolt and struggling for 
freedom were considered outlaws, and not Oriana Fallaci’s friends, the oil 
owners and the national funds. One of the most shameful situations ever, 
absolutely.

Venice, 28 March 2011

Transcript and translation from Italian by Mirco Vendraminetto

strong enough to change society. "e propaganda of Western democracy 
considers the right of expression to be a fundamental one, without which 
there can be no other rights – but I doubt that this propaganda can really 
be so e!ective. Indeed, this right may depend on a number of conditions. 
Of course I’m saying this because I believe that freedom of expression is 
fundamental and central. But I don’t think we are in a situation where we 
can exalt this freedom that much – on the contrary, we have to look at this 
principle of freedom of expression and freedom of speech with a lot of 
irony. If we recall how Berlusconi is usurping it in Italy, then I don’t really 
think we can be very happy with the juridical, political, moral and consti-
tutional e!ectiveness of this principle.

KG: As somebody who comes from the opposite 
end of the political spectrum, how do you feel about 
the fact that the right wing seems to have become 
the defender of freedom of speech in certain liberal 
democracies in Western Europe? I am thinking, for 
example, of Geert Wilders in the Netherlands.

AN: I think that we are standing on very slippery ground here. I am 
absolutely convinced that most of the growth and development of far-right 
movements is caused by the absolute ine!ectiveness of the le% when it 
comes to providing answers to the fundamental problems of the proletar-
ian strata, of the strata of workers impoverished by the crisis and by the 
capitalist model of development. "erefore, the fundamental problem is 
not really freedom of speech but equality – the substantial policies a!ecting 
labour, the division of labour within society, the distribution of the gross 
national product, and so on. "ese are the big problems that a!ect us, the 
framework where freedom of thought should be placed. Unfortunately, the 
le% is unable to do this; on the contrary, it closes itself behind the defence 
of the abstract principles of liberal tradition.

KG: Given that there might be no absolute free 
speech – we censor ourselves on a daily basis in 
order to be able to peacefully coexist with our 
fellow human beings – are there reasonable limita-
tions that can be placed on freedom of speech? 
What marks the boundaries of what should not 
be said in public? Should any opinion, however re-
actionary, unpopular or extremist, be heard?
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Agency
Agency is the generic name of a Brussels-based agency established in 

1992 by Kobe Matthys. Agency constitutes a growing list of things that 
resist the division between categories of “culture” and “nature”. !ese 
things are mostly derived from juridical processes and contested issues 
of intellectual property (copyright, patent, trademark, etc.). Intellectual 
property relies on the division between culture and nature. Each thing on 
the list invokes the moment of hesitation in terms of that division. Agency 
calls things forth from its list via varying assemblies inside exhibitions, 
performances, publications, etc. Each assembly speculates topologically 
on a di"erent question.

For the exhibition ‘Assembly (Speech Matters)’, Agency speculates 
around the question: “How can objects be included within art practices?” 
!is entails an investigation into the way in which the intellectual prop-
erty regime reinforces the split between classi#cations of subjects and ob-
jects. !e nineteenth-century liberal notion of authorship assumed that 
for an object to be art, it should be expressive of a subject’s free individual 
creativity. Art that doesn’t #t this categorization is refused the protection 
of intellectual property laws.

For example, ‘!ing 000946 (Nomads of the Australian Dessert)’, re-
lates to a controversy between an anthropologist and an Aboriginal group 
about a Aboriginal painting that was photographed and published by the 
anthropologist in a book. From an intellectual property point of view, the 
painting is part of their tradition and deemed to be within the public do-
main and as such can be published. By contrast, from an Aboriginal point 
of view, the painting is sacred: one has to be #rst initiated by the group in 
order to see it. 

!roughout the duration of the exhibition, a “keeper” is present in 
order to invoke things from the list based on the concerns or questions 
of the visitors.

Agency is the generic name of a Brussels-based agency that was founded in 1992 in Frankfurt 
am Main, Germany by Kobe Matthys. Recent solo exhibitions include: Objectif Exhibitions, Antwerp, 
The Showroom, London (2011); The Front Room, CAM - Contemporary Art Museum St. Louis, 
St. Louis (2010); White Light, Düsseldorf (2007). Recent group exhibitions include: Les vigiles, 
les menteurs, les rèveurs. Erudition concrète 3, Le Plateau – Frac Ile-de-France, Paris, Animism, 
Kunsthalle Bern, Bern, History of art, David Roberts Art Foundation, London (2010); Animism, 
MuHKA, Antwerp, PhotoCairo 4: The Long Shortcut, CIC – Contemporary Image Collective, Cairo 
(2009); Un-Scene, Wiels, Brussels, Anna Kournikova Deleted by Memeright Trusted System: Art in 
the Age of Intellectual Property, HMKV - Hartware MedienKunstVerein, Dortmund (2008); On the way 
to: From/To Europe, Shedhalle, Zurich, Biennale de Paris, Paris (2006). Recent performances include: 
Salon 5, Argos, Brussels (2010); Clifford Irving Show, Kadist Art Foundation, Paris, Performatik, Wiels, 
Brussels (2009); Disclosures, Gasworks, London (2008); When things cast no shadow, 5th Berlin 
Biennial, Berlin (2008); Mugatxoan, Fundação Serralves, Porto (2006)
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Ayreen Anastas and Rene Gabri
Inside the Danish Pavilion, the visitor encounters a room with two 

speakers and a hexagonal vitrine designed by the artists, which contains 
notes and materials relating to their work. Out of the speakers, one can 
hear fragments of a language lesson, which has apparently let go of the 
restraints tempering it from poetic and political inclinations. !e notes 
and materials inside the vitrine act as anchors, points of reference, markers, 
passing glimpses of lessons, night studies, talks, conversations, readings, 
experiences, e"orts to superimpose worlds, one upon another. But these 
elements alone do not comprise the work. !e work rests beside these 
elements, between the words one hears, and in the moments that lead to 
and will emerge out of the materials inside the vitrine.

For their project, the two artists proposed a work unfolding on several 
fronts and involving di"erent processes. To explore freedom of speech 
within their own daily life, they proposed beginning a process of weaning 
o" of the English language, by learning one another’s languages (Arabic 
and Farsi). To understand theorizations and uses of free speech, the artists 
consulted various contemporary and historical texts, events, and places. 

Even before the recent upheavals in the Middle East and North Africa, the 
artists had proposed that the notion of free speech could not be understood 
without taking these regions into account. !ey had initially proposed a 
trip that would allow them to explore freedom of speech through lived 
experience. !e events that began to take shape in December have only 
reinforced these initial convictions and con#rmed that, indeed, a reclaimed 
notion of free speech may be emerging in the region. !e artists started 
their trip in post-revolutionary Tunisia, and though they placed no demand 
on themselves to represent anything from this journey, some of their 
experiences and conversations may be traceable in the works at the Pavilion.

Ayreen Anastas was born in Palestine and lives and works in New York, USA.
She is only the imaginary contemporary of her own present: contemporary of its languages, its utopias, 
its systems (i.e. of its fictions), in short, of its philosophy but not of its history, of which she inhabits 
only the shimmering reflections. She always wants to expand the political in relation to art. Doesn’t 
she know what Brecht seems to have written especially on that? We need a type of art which not only 
releases the feelings, insights and impulses possible within the particular historical field of human rela-
tions in which the action takes place, but employs and encourages those thoughts and feelings which 
help transform the field itself. (A.A.)

Rene Gabri was born in Iran and lives and works in New York, USA.
Today is March 3 2011, this short biography is being written, slightly past its deadline, a usual habit of 
mine. What is a biography, if not the markings of certain habits, born here, did that, a sentence or two 
about the ideas or questions one is concerned with, details, places of study, cities lived, a list of ‘accom-
plishments’. How to punctuate and elaborate a habit, until it breaks, cracks open, begins to stutter, bleed, 
set itself afire, and disappear into a crowd. She said, a word or two different, a small mark, to say, nothing 
more intimate in saying no, stopping, refusing. Why not have this book write a biography of itself. Why 
not a language give an account of its life. Here I said this. Here it did that. Here she died, at this date, at 
this time, at this place. Here she was, when everything came together and folded. Here she did this work 
which would never live up to anything but what an other would make of it. Where to find this other? (R.G.)
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Robert Crumb
Robert Crumb is known internationally as one of the driving forces of 

the independent comix movement in the 1960s and 1970s, and continues 
to be a proli!c cartoonist and illustrator. Crumb is the creator of a number 
of legendary cartoon characters and o"en portrays himself as a lascivious 
and geeky character in his own work. His work deliberately transgresses 
social taboos and aims to provide what the artist calls “release from the 
nervous tensions of society”. Crumb’s subject matter has ranged from sex 
and women, popular culture and music to darker more politicised nar-
ratives that hold up a mirror to America’s worst racial stereotypes, o"en 
causing controversy.

 In When the Niggers Take Over America (1993), Crumb parodies US 
race relations, making literal latent racist fears in order to reveal the absurd 
logic of everyday prejudice. #is particularly controversial work (narrated 
from a white suprematist point of view) imagines a scenario where African 
Americans violently take control of the USA. In an extreme reversal of 
historical reality, white people are enslaved and abused –$in much the same 
manner as they had once shackled and abused African slaves. But Crumb 
does not only make blacks the target of his vitriolic pen: Jews, Latinos, 
Asians, corrupt politicians, Ma!oso crime syndicates also enter into this 
corrupted, violent world. 

Unhampered by political correctness, Crumb demonstrates how preju-
dices remain extant or latent in right wing society, revealing them for what 
they really are: malicious remnants of racist ideologies. #roughout his 
career, Crumb has unequivocally exercised his freedom of expression, ig-
noring societal norms and concerns about taste or decency, and constantly 
pushing the boundaries of this freedom. Although When !e Niggers Take 
Over America was made almost twenty years ago, it acquires new relevance in 
light of right-wing attitudes and Christian fundamentalism currently grip-
ping Middle America, as well as the rise of xenophobic politics in Europe. 

Robert Crumb was born in 1943 in Philadelphia, USA. He lives and works in Sauve, France. Solo 
exhibitions include: The Bible Illuminated: R. Crumb’s Book of Genesis, Hammer Museum, Los Angeles 
(2009-2010) travelled to David Zwirner, New York, Portland Art Museum, Portland (2010), and to Colum-
bus Museum of Art, Columbus (2010-2011), Bowdoin College Museum of Art, Brunswick, Maine (2011) 
and San Jose Museum of Art, San Jose (2011); R. Crumb, Baronian Francey, Brussels (2010); Robert 
Crumb, Galerie Martel, Paris (2010); R. Crumb’s Underground, Yerba Buena Center for the Arts, San 
Francisco (2007), travelled to the Frye Art Museum, Seattle (2008), Institute of Contemporary Art, Phila-
delphia (2008), Massachusetts College of Art and Design, Boston (2009) and Grand Central Art Center, 
Santa Ana, California (2009); Robert Crumb: A Chronicle of Modern Times, Whitechapel Gallery, London 
and Museum Boijmans Van Beuningen, Rotterdam (2005). Recent group exhibitions include A moving 
plan B – Chapter ONE, The Drawing Room, London, Stations, Emerson Gallery, Hamilton College, Clinton, 
New York (2010); Heroes, Freaks, and Super-Rabbis. The Jewish Dimension of Comic Art, The Jewish Mu-
seum, Berlin; Vraoum! Trésors de la bande dessinée et art contemporain, La Maison Rouge, Paris (2009).
Robert Crumb is represented by David Zwirner, New York, and Galerie Baronian Francey, Brussels. 

www.crumbproducts.com
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Stelios Faitakis
Stelios Faitakis trained as a painter and was one of the pioneering !g-

ures in the street art movement that "ourished in Athens since the mid-
1990s. His work is informed by gra#ti and urban culture, Byzantine (and 
particularly Cretan) icon painting, Mexican muralism, traditional Greek 
shadow theatre, Japanese woodcuts, and old master painting. Faitakis’ 
!gurative paintings and murals (which are a veritable assault on the eye) 
are political and social allegories, packed with visual information, multi-
layered narratives and dense symbolism. $e artist explores subjects culled 
from history, politics and current a%airs, and issues relating to the abuses 
of power and authority. In his work, historical and religious references mix 
with elements from contemporary urban life. Faitakis’ view of humankind 
is dystopian: his works are dominated by fallen angels, corrupt o#cials, 
modern day sinners, perpetrators and victims; contemporary martyrs and 
miscreants boiling in the cauldron of a world gone awry. 

For the Danish Pavilion’s neoclassical façade, Faitakis has made Imposi-
tion Symphony (2011), an ambitious large-scale mural in six chapters – each 
chapter representing a distinct story – with one “interlude”. $e main nar-
rative involves around six episodes all relating to questions of freedom of 
speech, freedom of expression, and incidents of censorship and oppression 
(historical as well as contemporary), beginning with the story of a Greek 
photojournalist who documented a particularly violent episode between 
police and protesters during the riots in Athens in 2008, and whose work 
was subsequently censored. It goes on to reference Mao and the silencing 
of dissenting voices during the Cultural Revolution, and moves on to the 
book burnings of Wilhelm Reich, and the Holocaust. Imposition Symphony 
also includes details that comment on the repercussions of technology, in-
dustrialism, global consumerism, increased surveillance, and social apathy. 
$e “interlude” features Nikola Tesla (1856-1943), the ostracised Serbian 
inventor and scientist, on his deathbed. Apart from its dense content and 
polemic narrative, Faitakis’ mural radiates raw energy and delivers a con-
frontational punch quite unlike any other contemporary painting. 

Stelios Faitakis was born in 1976 in Athens, Greece where he also lives and works. He is a 
graduate of the National School of Fine Arts, Athens. Recent solo shows include: ...towards a blessed 
land of new promise, The Breeder, Athens (2009); What A Great Day, The Breeder, Athens (2008). 
Recent group exhibitions include: Art in the Streets, MOCA – The Museum of Contemporary Art, 
Los Angeles (2011); Kunstsalon 2010, Freie Münchner und Deutsche Künstlerschaft, Munich (2010); 
Wynwood Walls, Miami, Borderline Pleasure, Galerie Michael Janssen, Berlin, The Beautiful is just 
the first degree of terrible, State Museum of Contemporary Art, Thessaloniki (2009); Destroy Athens, 
1st Athens Biennial, Gasworks, Athens (2007); Anathena, Deste Foundation, Centre for Contemporary 
Art, Athens, What Remains is Future, Patras Cultural Capital of Europe, Patras (2006).
Stelios Faitakis is represented by The Breeder, Athens.
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FOS
FOS’ (!omas Poulsen) practice connects static models of installation 

with active situations. His practice extends from large-scale installations 
and sculptures to music, performance and design, all brought together un-
der the term “social design”, to describe this bridging of art and life. FOS 
explores how physical space acquires meaning through social interaction 
and how the aesthetics of social space challenge and transform social situ-
ations, behaviour, and our perception of space. His work constitutes an 
ongoing investigation into the physicality of social relations. 

For the Danish Pavilion, FOS has realised perhaps his most ambitious 
project to date, Osloo: a 70 square metre "oating pavilion. Osloo is a social 
sculpture that incorporates three formal elements: a stage, a bar, and a ra-
dio station. As a public space, Osloo is located outside the designated space 
of the Danish Pavilion in the Giardini, and is instead located within the 
urban fabric of the city of Venice. 

Osloo is an architectonic structure that comes to life through a range of 
events and audience encounters. !e programme aims to break traditional 
borders between disciplines, exploring the possibility of exchanging infor-
mation in a public space through an aesthetic framework. International 
artists, musicians and poets perform alongside researchers, politicians, art 
historians, and other public #gures, in order to create a set of alternative 
social situations. For four and a half weeks, the platform will host a regular 
programme of free public events, and will function as an accessible space 
for the citizens of Venice, tourists and Biennale visitors. A sculptural repre-
sentation of Osloo will also be included within the Danish Pavilion itself.

For full programme of events see:
www.osloo.dk, www.grottanuova.dk and www.danish-pavilion.org

FOS (Thomas Poulsen) was born in 1971 in Charlottenlund, Denmark. He was educated 
at the Danish Royal Art Academy, Copenhagen (1993-99). Recent solo exhibitions include: One 
Language Traveler at the National Gallery of Denmark, Copenhagen (2011); Another Place Yet A 
Place, Andersen’s Contemporary, Berlin, Osloo, Copenhagen Harbour, Clutch, Max Wigram Gallery, 
London (2010); Memory Theatre Twig, Social Design #14, GAK, Bremen (2008); All this noise for 
nothing – nothing for something, Social Design #13, Statements, Art Basel, Basel (2007). Group 
exhibitions include Overlap – an Exhibition about Art and Design, Den Frie Centre of Contemporary 
Art, Copenhagen (2011); The Grant Of Carl Nielsen and Anne Marie Carl-Nielsen, Den Frie Centre 
of Contemporary Art, Copenhagen (2010); ReMap 2, Athens (2009); KURS: HAVNEN (with Osloo), 
KØS – Museum of art in public spaces, Køge, Denmark; U-TURN, Quadriennial of Contemporary Art, 
Copenhagen (2008); Busan Biennial, Busan (2006). In 2010 FOS was awarded the Carl Nielsen and 
Anne Marie Carl-Nielsen Award, Denmark.
FOS is represented by Andersen’s Contemporary, Copenhagen/Berlin, and Max Wigram Gallery, London.
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Sharon Hayes
An Ear to the Sounds of Our History (2011) is a wall-based installation 

that investigates the recording, production and dissemination of political 
speech in long-playing discs (LPs). It also excavates the complex web of 
intersecting and opposing ideologies represented by spoken word albums 
pressed and distributed during the heyday of the LP record (1948-84). Part 
of an in-depth exploration of this extant archive, An Ear to the Sounds of 
Our History utilises spoken word record covers arranged in di!erent sized 
grids. "ese arrangements function as textual sentences that highlight 
complicated conditions underlying our notion of free speech.

An Ear to the Sounds of Our History mines the extant archive of spoken 
word LPs to investigate the heterogeneous desires involved in the collec-
tion and dissemination of recorded political speech. "e albums document 
a number of violent and contested political struggles and the way in which 
these contestations were transformed, pressed and distributed to the aver-
age household. "e dissemination of speech on vinyl was a critical part of 
a wide-ranging set of strategies to propagate certain ideas within political 
debate, to build political movements and political #gureheads. "e work 
attempts to trace various lines within these debates and to demonstrate the 
economic and logistical conditions that have contributed to our notion of 
so-called free speech. 

For the last two years, Hayes has been working with this archive in its 
materialization – exploring meaning as recorded sound – through a se-
ries of spoken word DJ performances. In An Ear to the Sounds of Our His-
tory, she delves deeper into this project by using record covers to produce 
constructed relationships between individual political speakers. Reorgan-
ized and mounted in rectangular grids, Hayes uses precise articulations of 
spoken word record covers (which she leaves unaltered) to construct new 
sentences that speak about the impact of time, desire, history, blackness, 
gender, nationality, and personality on our understanding of the natural-
ized category of speech.

Sharon Hayes was born in 1970 in Baltimore, USA. She lives and works in New York, USA. 
Hayes attended the Whitney Independent Study Program, New York (1999-2000) and received 
her MFA from the University of California, Los Angeles, in 2003. Recent solo exhibitions include: 
The Future is Unthinkable, Objectif Exhibitions, Antwerp (2009); Nothing Will Be As Before, Tanya 
Leighton Gallery, Berlin, 9 Scripts from a Nation at War (collaboration with David Thorne, Katya 
Sander, Ashley Hunt and Andrea Geyer), Tate Modern, London, In the Near Future, Warsaw Museum 
of Modern Art, Warsaw (2008); I march in the parade of liberty, but as long as I love you I’m not free, 
New Museum, New York (2007). Recent group exhibitions include: Lost in Translation, Guggenheim 
Museum, New York, The Other Tradition, Wiels, Brussels (2011); 2010 Whitney Biennial, Whitney 
Museum of American Art, New York, Vectors of the Possible, BAK, Utrecht, To the Arts! Citizens, 
Serralves Museum, Porto, Greater New York, P.S.1 Contemporary Art Center, New York, 4th Auckland 
Triennial, Auckland (2010); 11th Istanbul Biennial, Istanbul (2009); Yokohoma Triennale, Yokohama, 
3rd Guangzhou Triennial (2008).
Sharon Hayes is represented by Tanya Leighton Gallery, Berlin.
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Han Hoogerbrugge
Han Hoogerbrugge is an artist, illustrator, and animator whose work 

spans diverse media. Hoogerbrugge is regarded as one of the pioneers of 
internet art and has become known for the diaristic animations he has 
regularly posted on the internet. His work explores the contemporary 
human condition through graphic, monochromatic web-based animati-
ons. !ese feature a "gure that is both a self-portrait and an alter-ego: 
a man dressed in a characteristic black-and-white suit. Hoogerbrugge’s 
vocabulary is sparce and minimal – he is not concerned with technologi-
cal gimmickry and #ashy e$ects, but rather with the content of his ani-
mations. His work presents an existentialist view of life at the dawn of the 
twenty-"rst century, dealing with timeless issues such as ageing, fear, sex, 
death, religion, and alienation. 

For the Danish Pavilion, Hoogerbrugge has made a new animation 
entitled Quatrosopus (2011). A "gure with four faces on a rotating head 
– each face representing a di$erent point of view – voices a range of dilem-
mas, contradictions and inner struggles about the issue of free speech. Us-
ing acute but humorous quotes from sources including poet Ezra Pound, 
novelist Charles Dickens, and bandleader Les Brown, the animation plays 
out as a succession of gestures, statements and questions, and features 
Hoogerbrugge himself as its con#icted main character. !e immersive, 
ambient soundtrack is occasionally interrupted by a guitar ri$ from Neil 
Young’s hit song Rockin’ in the Free World. Hovering between the poetic 
and the existential, the violent and the masochistic, the work intimates the 
problems that underscore the de"nition, and reality, of freedom of speech. 
Quatrosopus’ multi-faceted, quadruply split persona symbolizes the quan-
daries of assuming a "xed position, and hints at the dilemmas underlying 
the silencing of both provocative speech and unfettered free speech.

Han Hoogerbrugge was born in 1963, Rotterdam, the Netherlands, were he lives and works. 
He studied painting at the Willem de Kooning Academy in Rotterdam (1983-1988). Solo exhibitions 
include: La Grande Fête #1, Sala Parpallo, Valencia, La Grande Fête #2, Le CABINET, Paris (2010); 
Profool, Base Alpha, Antwerp (2008); Black Bones-Black Holes, Espace A VENDRE, Nice (2007); Zoo, 
MU, Eindhoven (2005). Recent group exhibitions include: Animamix Biennial, MOCA – Museum of 
Contemporary Art, Taipei, Smolet is beautiful, Espace A VENDRE, Nice; H.E.C., Le Cabinet, Paris, 
Indépendants 2, Centre Pompidou, Paris (2007). Music videos include: Love etc. for The Pet Shop 
Boys; Sugar Candy, and Ready for the Fight, for The Young Punx (2009); MASHitUP, for The Young 
Punx (2008); You’ve got to and Make up Shake up for The Young Punx (2007); Landslide, for Dead 
Man Ray (2002). Internet projects include: Nails, (2002- ); Hotel, a Submarinechannel production 
(2004-2006); Modern Living/Neurotica series (1998-2002); ProStress 1.0 blog with Paul Hall (2006-
2008); ProStress 2.0, daily comic (2008- ). Commissioned work includes for: de Volkskrant newspaper, 
the Netherlands, VPRO broadcasting company, the Netherlands, MTV, ING private banking and many 
others.
Han Hoogerbrugge is represented by Espace A VENDRE, Nice, Galerie Le Cabinet, Paris, and Base 
Alpha Gallery, Antwerp.

www.hoogerbrugge.com www.prostress.com
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Mikhail Karikis
Using voice and pre-recorded sound, Mikhail Karikis’ High-!yer (2011) 

is a performance that explores notions of aspiration, authority and self-
censorship. Employing a stylised visual language that references children’s 
paper dolls representing di!erent types of workers, the performance in-
volves a staged public speech delivered in a state that oscillates between 
panic and grandeur, good behaviour and nihilistic frenzy. 

While the character’s name alludes to overambition and speculative 
stock prices, it also re"ects on Italian prime minister Silvio Berlusconi’s 
propagandistic publication Una Storia Italiana (2001). Delivered freely 
to 12 million homes in Italy, and later presented to Colonel Gadda# by 
Berlusconi in person as a token of “political bonds” between Libya and 
Italy, the publication was a family album featuring photographs of the 
prime minister in the o$ce, in the gym with actor Sylvester Stallone, and 
at home with his family. Among the photographs was one of Berlusconi’s 
son, his face smeared with marmalade – an image which possesses surpris-
ing visual similarities with the internationally reproduced photograph of 
Berlusconi’s own mouth smeared with blood, following an attack during 
an autograph signing in 2009. In a twisted inversion between private and 
public life, both images present moments of abject personal display: a state 
of excessive food intake and an uncontained "ow of bodily "uids. 

Karikis’ performance invests in the contradictions and disturbing simi-
larities between these iconic images; it employs the voice as a material and 
transforms it into an uncontrolled, inarticulate, guttural discharge with an 
insatiable appetite for authority, display and masochism. Exploring the un-
speakable within the normalised, High-!yer references, through voice, im-
age and gesture, masculine role models given to children, and meditates on 
the popularisation of neoliberal aesthetics in mainstream culture.

Mikhail Karikis was born in 1975 in Thessaloniki, Greece. He lives and works in London, UK. He 
was educated at The Bartlett School of Architecture, University College London, London (1994-1997), 
and The Slade School of Fine Art, University College London, London where he completed an MA 
(1998-2000) and a PhD (2001-2005). Recent solo projects include XENON: an exploded opera, Galleria 
Civica di Modena, Modena, Kings Place, London, Whitstable Biennale, Whitstable and the BBC 
Opera Season with the BBC Big Screen Tour (2010). Recent group exhibitions include Artist’s Body, 
Space*C, Coreana Museum of Art, Seoul, 7th International Biennale of Contemporary Art, Gyumri 
(2010); Extraordinary Voices, Tate Britain, London, Hesperides II, Musée cantonal des Beaux-Arts, 
Lausanne (2009); For you, only you, Milton Keynes Gallery, Milton Keynes and Model Arts & Niland 
Gallery, Sligo (2008); Triple Echo, De La Warr Pavilion, Bexhill on Sea (2007-2008). Recent solo music 
albums include MORPHICA, Sub Rosa records, Brussels (2010), Orphica, Sub Rosa records, Brussels 
(2007). Collaborative albums include Sound Unbound, with DJ Spooky, MIT Press, Cambridge, 
Massachusetts and London & Sub Rosa records, Brussels (2008), Army of Me, with Björk, One Little 
Indian records, London (2005). Karikis’s MORPHICA project was nominated with the 2010 Qwartz 
Electronic Music Award, France.

www.mikhailkarikis.com
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Thomas Kilpper
!omas Kilpper’s work has consistently investigated the relationship 

between history, politics, current a"airs, the public sphere and collective 
memory. O#en creating large site-speci$c and labour-intensive interven-
tions, installations and %oor carvings, the artist seeks to highlight conten-
tious political and historical issues. For &'(()* +,--(.&, Kilpper has real-
ized the Pavilion for Revolutionary Free Speech (2011), an open structure 
built in, and beyond, the private garden of the Danish Pavilion. !is ambi-
tious project was created by the artist with a team of engineers, carpenters 
and builders, predominantly by using wood and material le# over from 
the last edition of the Architecture Biennale in 2010. Kilpper’s lo-$ and 
highly tactile structure can be seen as a para-pavilion, or anti-palazzo, that 
both forms an extension of, and counteracts the more “o/cial” permanent 
buildings of the Danish Pavilion, spreading into the gardens of the Bien-
nale as an autonomous structure but also a kind of parasite. It is at once an 
area of refuge, hospitality and social interaction, but also a discursive space 
with a distinct function and artistic content. 

As part of his pavilion, Kilpper has also con$gured Speakers’ Corner, an 
open platform-cum-balcony, 2.60 metres in height, where specially commis-
sioned performances (for the Danish Pavilion), as well as a programme of 
lectures and events instigated by the artist will take place. Any visitor wish-
ing to engage in a free speech act can also use Speakers’ Corner, with the aid 
of an outsized megaphone made of scrap car metal. Kilpper’s pavilion also 
contains a wealth of visual and textual information in the form of woodcuts, 
related to recent contested freedom of speech cases. As such it can be seen 
as a social sculpture, a political space, and a platform for the exercise of free 
speech, whether planned or improvised. !e work re%ects the diversity of 
emancipatory thinking and revolutionary free speech, but also the increas-
ingly problematic abuse of speech in the name of freedom and democracy.

Thomas Kilpper was born in 1956 in Stuttgart, Germany and lives and works in Berlin, Germany. 
He was trained at the Kunstakademie Düsseldorf, Düsseldorf, and Städelschule, Frankfurt am Main. 
Recent solo exhibitions include: Punk statt Stasi!, Galerie Christian Nagel, Cologne, Anemonevej 
Surprises, Tumult, Nakskov (2010); State of Control, Neuer Berliner Kunstverein, Berlin, Galerie Olaf 
Stüber, Berlin (2009); A Lighthouse for Lampedusa!, Dispari & Dispari Project, Reggio Emilia (2008). 
Group exhibitions include: Encuentro de Medellín MDE11, Medellín (2011); Philagrafika – The Graphic 
Unconscious, several venues, Philadelphia, Fokus Lodz Biennial, Lodz, Mediation, Poznan Biennial, 
Poznan, Transient Spaces: The Tourist Syndrome, NGBK - Neue Gesellschaft für Bildende Kunst, 
Berlin, and Fondazione Morra Greco, Naples (2010); IABR – the 4th International Architecture Biennial, 
Rotterdam, (2009); Prison, Bloomberg Space, London (2007); Momentum, Nordic Biennial of Con-
temporary Art, Moss (2006); Critical Societies, Badischer Kunstverein, Karlsruhe (2005). Since 2006 
Kilpper runs the Berlin-based exhibition space after the butcher. In 2011 Thomas Kilpper is one of the 
fellows of the Villa Romana, Florence.
Thomas Kilpper is represented by Galerie Christian Nagel, Cologne/Berlin, Patrick Heide Contempo-
rary Art, London and Galerie Olaf Stüber, Berlin

www.kilpper-projects.de / www.after-the-butcher.dk
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Runo Lagomarsino
Working in video, drawing, sculpture, installation, and photography, 

Runo Lagomarsino investigates how today’s political and social situations 
have developed through di!erent discursive and historical processes. "e 
artist explores how these processes then produce representations and met-
aphors through which we continue to read and re-read history. "e artist 
has developed a distinct and subtle aesthetic in which image and text ar-
ticulate a political discourse through poetic gesture. His work avoids linear 
narratives and didacticism, and opens up a space for the subjective imagi-
nation, ambiguity, doubt, and criticality.

"is ambiguity and open-endedness is re#ected in the series of draw-
ings entitled Full Spectrum Dominance (2008). "e work started with the 
artist’s re#ections on slogans used by the anti-war movement in the USA. 
In order to investigate the context and historical force of these slogans, 
Lagomarsino juxtaposed them with quotes from other literary, theoretical 
and political sources. Lagomarsino’s assemblage of quotes visually renders 
for the viewer the manner in which images, words (and worlds), are read 
through language. 

"e work draws its formal inspiration from early photographic tech-
nique. "e hand-cut letters were placed on sheets of paper and le$ out in 
the sun, which produced only the slightest of imprints. "e form of the 
piece thus shores up its content: the slow-exposure method foregrounds 
context, temporality and creative evolution. "ese abiding concerns are 
given ironic summation in the title: “full spectrum dominance” was one of 
the key concepts in the original planning for the Iraq War; it is a military 
term referring to total control of the entire spectrum of con#ict: land, air, 
space, and information – the formal and contextual background of Lago-
marsino’s work. 

Runo Lagomarsino was born in 1977, in Lund, Sweden. He lives and works in Malmö, Sweden 
and São Paulo, Brazil. He was educated at the Whitney Independent Study Program, New York (2007-
2008) and the Malmö Art Academy, Malmö (2001-2003). Recent solo exhibitions include Violent Cor-
ners, ar/ge kunst Galerie Museum, Bolzano (2011); The G in Modernity Stands For Ghosts, Centro de 
Artes Visuais, Coimbra Horizon (Southern Sun Drawing), Elastic, Zona Maco, Mexico City, Las Casas 
is Not a Home, Elastic, Malmö (2010); Those who control the past command the future - those who 
command the future conquer the past, Overgaden, Copenhagen (2007). Recent group exhibitions in-
clude Prague Biennale 5, Prague (2011); The Moderna Exhibition 2010, Moderna Museet, Stockholm, 
The Travelling Show, Colección Jumex, Mexico City, Vectors of the Possible, BAK, Utrecht, (2010); 
Free as Air and Water, Cooper Union, New York, Panorama of Brazilian Art, Museum of Modern Art, 
São Paolo, Report on Probability, Kunsthalle Basel, Basel (2009); 7th Gwangju Biennale, Gwangju 
(2008); Imagine Action, Lisson Gallery, London, 1st Thessaloniki Biennial, Thessaloniki (2007); We all 
laughed at Christopher Columbus, SMBA - Stedelijk Museum Bureau Amsterdam, Amstedam (2006). 
In 2010 Lagomarsino was shortlisted for the Future Generation Art Prize established by the Pinchuk 
Foundation, Kiev.
Runo Lagomarsino is represented by Elastic, Malmö.

www.runolagomarsino.com
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Tala Madani
Tala Madani has developed a unique painterly style that de!ly weaves 

references to Expressionism, American abstraction, popular illustration, 
cartoons, and naïf art. Rendered in loose, "uid but bold brushwork with 
a colour palette that ranges from sombre to candy hued, her paintings ex-
pound a darkly comic, perverse and sometimes absurd and pathetic uni-
verse, populated entirely by men. #ese men are mostly corpulent, beard-
ed, middle-aged and presented in intimate groupings where they engage in 
a variety of activities ranging from the childishly stupid to the violent and 
orgiastic. Archetypes of male bonding, chauvinism, machismo, violence, 
coercion, homoerotic camaraderie, and the politics of group dynamics, are 
all hinted at with tongue-in-cheek humour and irreverent wit. Madani’s 
work infers a history of male dominated societies, especially in the Middle 
East where the artist comes from. 

In the series Pictograms (2010-11), human $gures transform into al-
phabetic letters, and appear to engage in acts of sadomasochism and in-
doctrination. Open Mouth Line Man (2011) stands on a heap of books, 
as if seeking comfort in intellectual superiority, and engages in the meta-
phorical “emptying out” of the person who is his submissive subject. Smiley 
(2008) features a group of men covered in red and blue stripes (reminiscent 
of the American "ag) holding drawings of happy faces in front of their own 
– an image that is reminiscent of the joyous masses portrayed in commu-
nist propaganda. #ese works all explore what happens when words dis-
integrate, language collapses and communication breaks down. How does 
one then express oneself? Madani’s painted scenarios intimate the state of 
su%ocation that occurs when one is denied language or when language is 
abused. At the same time, a latent subtext in the work hints at the mecha-
nisms of human engineering and the shaping of human consciousness. 

Tala Madani was born in 1981, in Tehran, Iran. She lives and works in Amsterdam, the Nether-
lands and between Oregon and New York, USA. She was a fellow at the Rijksakademie van Beeldende 
Kunsten, Amsterdam (2007-2009) and the Fine Arts Work Center, Provincetown (2006). Madani 
received her Master’s degree from Yale University, New Haven (2004-2006) and her Bachelors from 
Oregon State University, Corvallis, Oregon (1999-2003). Recent solo exhibitions include: Manual Man, 
Pilar Corrias Gallery, London (2011); Pictograms, Lombard-Freid Projects, New York (2010); Dazzle 
Men, Pilar Corrias Gallery, London (2009). Recent group exhibitions include: Open House, Singapore 
Biennale, Singapore (2011); The Future of Tradition, The Tradition of Future, Haus der Kunst, Munich, 
the 6th Liverpool Biennial, Liverpool, Greater New York, PS1 Contemporary Art Center, New York, 
(2010); The Generational: Younger than Jesus, New Museum, New York, The Symbolic Efficiency of 
the Frame (Episode One), 4th Tirana Biennial, Tirana, Unveiled: New Art from the Middle East, The 
Saatchi Gallery, London, (2009).
Tala Madani is represented by Lombard-Freid Projects, New York and Pilar Corrias Gallery, London.
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Wendelien van Oldenborgh
When thoughts are expressed between people in the public sphere, 

some voices can be heard more actively than others, and will have more 
resonance. In the Netherlands, with its open and democratic society, in-
convenient voices are cut short by the way other forces in society react to 
them. !is is also happening in other northern European countries where 
censorship is not a governmental policy.

Supposing I love you. And you also love me (2011) brings the voice of the 
Swiss-Egyptian philosopher and theologian Tariq Ramadan into exchange 
with a group of "ve young adults of multicultural origin from Belgium 
and the Netherlands. Against the backdrop of a de Stijl-inspired broadcast 
building designed by Piet Elling, the Dutch architect and friend of Gerrit 
Rietveld, the work is set up as a polyphonic mini-tragedy. Unrehearsed 
forms of performance and speech form the building blocks of the “drama”. 
!e adolescents act as a chorus in a playful interchange with Ramadan’s 
ideas and thoughts, which explore issues such as diversity, fear, con#ict, 
and his own interrupted engagements in the city of Rotterdam.

!e script was formed ad hoc, during the shoot, and was guided by the 
cast’s own real-life experiences and forms of expression. !e "nal short 
montage of slowly dissolving still images and dialogue has been edited as 
a polyphonic composition of voices, musical tones and images – each dis-
crete inscription resonating with the others in their di$erence.

Wendelien van Oldenborgh was born in 1962, in Rotterdam, the Netherlands. She lives and 
works in Rotterdam, the Netherlands. She was educated at Goldsmiths’ College, London, during the 
1980’s. Recent solo exhibitions include: The Past is never dead, A-Space Gallery, Toronto (2010); Lina 
Bo Bardi: The Didactic Room, Van Abbemusem, Eindhoven (2010); Après la reprise, la prise, Wilfried 
Lentz, Rotterdam (2009); Lecture/Audience/Camera, MuHKA, Antwerp (2008); As Occasions, Tent, 
Rotterdam (2008); Maurits Script, Apex Art, New York (2007); Maurits Script, Casco – Office for Art, 
Design and Theory, Utrecht (2006). Recent group exhibitions include: Parallel Worlds, Berlinale Forum 
Expanded, Berlin (2011); Monumentalism, Stedelijk Museum, Amsterdam (2010/11); 29th São Paulo 
Biennial, São Paulo, Behind the Fourth Wall, Generali Foundation, Vienna, Practicing Memory, Cit-
tadellarte - Fondazione Pistoletto, Biella, Life: A User’s Manual, Art Sheffield, Sheffield (2010); 11th In-
ternational Istanbul Biennial, Istanbul, Hidden In Remembrance Is The Silent Memory Of Our Future, 
Contour – 4th Biennial of Moving Image, Mechelen, The Demon of Comparison, SMBA - Stedelijk 
Museum Bureau Amsterdam, Amsterdam (2009); Becoming Dutch, Van Abbemuseum, Eindhoven, 
Electric Palm Tree, Open circuit #1, Yogyakarta (2008); Die Regierung, Witte de With Center for Con-
temporary Art, Rotterdam (2005). In 2009 Van Oldenborgh was nominated for the Dolf Henkes Prize. 
Wendelien van Oldenborgh is represented by Wilfried Lentz Gallery, Rotterdam. 
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Lilibeth Cuenca Rasmussen
Lilibeth Cuenca Rasmussen works primarily with performance to ex-

plore a variety of issues such as gender, identity, socio-cultural relations, as 
well as questions of home and belonging. Her work explores how the self 
is constructed, examining the di!erences that are inherent in male-female 
role-play. Rasmussen’s productions o"en involve scripted texts and songs, 
composed music, choreography as well as precisely articulated visual ele-
ments such as specially designed costumes. Afghan Hound (2011) is a per-
formance that includes four impersonations of voices from Afghanistan. 
#e work addresses the complexities of gender in cultures where men and 
women are segregated, and masculinity rules. It also explores how, when 
sexuality is repressed, new gender constructions develop beyond the tradi-
tions of a given society and culture. 

#e four stories that unfold in the performance are recounted through 
a combination of music and song; the choreography is designed around 
the movements of a costume made out of hair, which was itself inspired by 
the tradition of Afghan hound racing. #e transformation of genders and 
characters takes place through the use of this costume, which symbolises 
di!erent sexualities and identities. Some of these are hidden or repressed; 
others function as signs of power or coercion. #e lyrics of the $rst song, 
for example, employs quotes from the Afghan activist, writer and politician 
in exile, Malalai Joya; the second tells the tale of a Bacha Bazi (a young boy 
trained to act as girl, who dances at men’s parties but is also a sex slave); 
the third revolves around powerful male speech and masculine authority; 
and the fourth features a former Bacha Posh (a girl raised as a boy, when 
there are no sons in the family). Afghan Hound brings to the fore repressed 
voices, but also attempts to communicate stories from within Afghan tradi-
tion and culture by challenging the stereotypical, and sometimes reductive, 
western discourse on the Arab World.

Lilibeth Cuenca Rasmussen was born in 1970 in Manila, Philippines. She lives and works in 
Copenhagen, Denmark and is a graduate of The Royal Danish Academy of Fine Arts in Copenhagen 
(1996-2002). Solo exhibitions include: Heidelberger Kunstverein, Heidelberg (2010); Renwick Gallery, 
New York (2008); Ego Show, the National Gallery of Denmark, Copenhagen (2006). Group exhibitions 
include: 2nd Thessaloniki Biennial, Thessaloniki (2009); U–Turn Quadriennale, Copenhagen (2008); 
Global Feminisms, Brooklyn Museum, New York (2007); Busan Biennale, Busan, Wake up! Biennale 
Balticum, Rauma (2006). Recent performances include: The Picasso Museum, Barcelona, Galeria 
Vermelho, São Paulo, Hélio Oititica, Rio de Janiero, Location1, New York, Art in Public Space, Auck-
land, Liste, Basel (2010); Performa09, New York, Tate Modern, London, X Initiative, New York, re.act.
feminism, Akademie der Künste, Berlin (2009); In Transit, Haus der Kulturen der Welt, Berlin, Lilith 
Performance Studio, Malmö (2008).

www.lilibethcuenca.com
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Taryn Simon
Taryn Simon’s works are the result of a long-term process of research 

and investigation. Her photographs and writing underscore the invisible 
space between language and the visual - a space in which translation and 
disorientation continually occur. In An American Index of the Hidden and 
Unfamiliar (2007), Simon assumed the dual role of shrewd informant and 
collector of curiosities, compiling an inventory of what lies hidden and out-
of-view within the borders of the United States. She examined a culture 
through careful documentation of diverse subjects from the realms of sci-
ence, government, medicine, entertainment, nature, security, and religion. 
!ese unseen subjects range from radioactive capsules at a nuclear waste 
storage facility to the art collection of the CIA. Transforming the unknown 
into a seductive and intelligible form, Simon confronts the divide between 
those with and without the privilege of access. In examining that which is 
integral to America’s foundation, mythology and daily functioning, Simon 
creates a collection of works that re"ect and reveal a national identity. In 
her piece entitled, Zahra/Farah Simon presents Iraqi actress Zahra Zubaidi 
playing the role of Farah in Brian De Palma’s #lm Redacted (2007). Simon 
created this photograph to serve as the #nal frame in this #lm. Zahra Zubaidi 
is currently seeking political asylum in the United States. Since appearing in 
the #lm, she has received death threats from family members and criticism 
from friends and neighbours who consider her participation in the #lm to 
be pornography. De Palma’s #lm is based on the true story of the gang rape 
and murder of a fourteen year-old Iraqi girl, Abeer Qasim Hamza, by U.S. 
soldiers, outside Al-Mahmudiyah, Iraq, on March 12, 2006. Abeer’s mother, 
father and sister were murdered while she was being raped. A$er the sol-
diers took turns raping Abeer, she was shot in the head and her body was 
set on #re. Four American soldiers of the 502nd Infantry Regiment were 
convicted of crimes including rape, intent to commit rape, and murder.

Taryn Simon was born in New York, USA in 1975. She was educated at Brown University, 
Providence. Recent solo shows include: Tate Modern, London, Neue Nationalgalerie, Berlin, Helsinki 
Art Museum, Helsinki (2011). Recent shows include: The Lever House, New York, Gagosian Gallery, 
Beverly Hills, Galerie Almine Rech, Brussels (2010); FOAM, Amsterdam (2008); Whitney Museum of 
American Art, New York (2007); MMK - Museum für Moderne Kunst, Frankfurt (2007); The Photog-
rapher’s Gallery, London (2007); Recent group exhibitions include: Singapore Biennial, How Soon 
Is Now? The Garage Center for Contemporary Culture, Moscow, Russia (2011); Tasteful Pictures, J. 
Paul Getty Museum, Los Angeles (2011); 41st edition of Les Rencontres d’Arles, Arles (2010); I want 
to see how you see, Deichtorhallen, Hamburg (2010); Elles, Centre Pompidou, Paris (2010); Deutsche 
Börse Photography Prize, The Photographer’s Gallery, London (2009); Political Minimal, KW Insti-
tute for Contemporary Art, Berlin (2009); Reality Check, the Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York 
(2008); Destroy She Said, Julia Stoschek Collection, Düsseldorf; Gwangju Biennial, Gwangju (2007); 
Whitney Biennial, Whitney Museum of American Art, New York (2006). In 2010 Taryn Simon was the 
recipient of the Prix Découverte des Rencontres d’Arles. 
Taryn Simon is represented by Gagosian Gallery and Galerie Almine Rech, Paris/Brussels.

www.tarynsimon.com
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Jan !vankmajer
Jan !vankmajer is an experimental "lm maker, whose work is connected 

with the Czechoslovak Surrealist group. He has become known primarily 
for his animation "lms, which he began producing in the early 1960s, using 
claymation and stop-motion animation techniques. #ese o$en involve 
inanimate objects being brought to life and propound morbid, absurd 
narratives that reference the human psyche and subconscious, underlining 
our o$en voracious and violent appetites. Today he is one of the most 
celebrated animators in the world, having made over thirty short and 
feature-length "lms and continuing to produce to this day. His most recent 
"lm Surviving Life premiered at the 67th Venice Film Festival in 2010.

!vankmajer began working in theatre, "rst in Prague‘s Semafor #eatre 
where he founded the #eatre of Masks, and then moved on to the Laterna 
Magika multi-media, non-verbal theatre (which combined dance, "lm and 
black theatre), where he worked with the "lm director and co-founder of the 
theatre Emil Radok. Apart from his trademark animation "lms, however, 
!vankmajer also made a number of short, black-and-white live action "lms, 
many of which can be read as political allegories on the communist state in 
Czechoslovakia - albeit encoded under the guise of surrealism. His work was 
eventually censored and in 1972 he was banned from making "lms for seven years.

!e Garden (1968), one of his most scathing political critiques, is a 
story about two old friends, Frank and Joseph, who have been recently 
reunited. Frank accompanies Joseph to his country house and upon arrival 
is astonished to see it surrounded by a human fence, which Joseph promptly 
“unlocks” and enters. A series of quotidian exchanges ensue between the two 
men – all under a semblance of normality – but a disquieting narrative emerges 
between the lines. #ough it is never spelled out, Joseph represents the archetypal 
drab Party o%cial, while Frank is his naive victim, who at the end of the "lm 
willingly takes his place in the human fence. #e "lm functions as a metaphor 
for subtle coercion, psychological pressure, the loss of any will to express oneself 
freely, and voluntary servitude. A subtle political critique, !e Garden uncovers 
the mechanisms of social engineering and the politics of oppression, both of 
which are related to the political traumas of Czechoslovakia under communism.

Jan !vankmajer was born in 1934 in Prague, in former Czechoslovakia, now the Czech Republic. 
He lives and works in Prague and Knovíz. He studied at the College of Applied Arts in Prague (stage 
design) and at the Prague Academy of Performing Arts in the Department of Puppetry (directing 
and stage design). Solo exhibitions include: Transmutation of the Senses, Art Gallery of the City of 
Segovia, Segovia – with Eva !vankmajerová (2010); Gallery of Moravia, Uherské Hradi"t – with Eva 
!vankmajerová (2008); University of Essex, Colchester (2007); Geni Tzami, Old Archeological Mu-
seum, Thessaloniki – with Eva !vankmajerová (2006); Museum of Modern Art, Kanagawa – with Eva 
!vankmajerová (2005); Recent group exhibitions include: A Vision of Central Europe, Groeningemu-
seum, Brugge (2010/11); Animism, MuHKA, Antwerp, and Kunsthalle Bern, Bern (2010).

www.athanor.cz
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Johannes af Tavsheden
For the Danish Pavilion, the !rst contribution of the artist is assuming 

another’s name, or rather letting go of her own name. S/he exists in a name 
that is not her own. In calling herself Johannes af Tavsheden, s/he chooses 
to remain anonymous. "us, his work is found, !rst and foremost, in her 
disappearance. Once the artist, as a name, or as a brand, has disappeared, 
the work of invention and fabulation begins.

He is interested in the construction of situations that defy the tradi-
tional context of museum and gallery environments, focusing on the #eet-
ing gestures and social potency of lived experience rather than on material 
objects. Relying mainly on the human voice, bodily movement, and social 
interaction, af Tavsheden’s work nevertheless resists many of the param-
eters of conceptual art. O$en, the works are not presented continuously 
during the operating hours of an exhibition but rather take place in their 
own time, with their own exigency. "ey cannot be bought and sold. "ey 
make no attempt to contribute new ideas to the alarming !nancialisation 
of public space, speech, and life. By virtue of being unrepeatable, the works 
live only in the traces of a potency that remains on the bodies touched and 
the stories generated. 

af Tavsheden is interested in moments when individuals are able to ex-
ceed a given context and open up new spaces for thought and action.%His 
name is a cipher and an invitation to all to question the assumption that in-
dividuals are capable of speaking freely in their own name. For the Venice 
Biennale, through a series of announced and unannounced actions, the art-
ist, or those who assume his name, will test the limits of a human speech that 
has been rendered ever more impotent by its inscription within commerce.

Johannes af Tavsheden
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Tilman Wendland
Tilman Wendland’s constructions and architectural interventions em-

phasise, shi!, or highlight the given character of a space through minimal 
and frugal methods. Wendland creates installations with an economy of 
means, using basic, light, humble, inexpensive materials such as paper, 
plasterboard, PVC, MDF, or white-coated "breboard. #ese modern, 
anonymous materials are employed for their combination of stable and 
$exible properties, as well as their neutral appearance. For the artist, main-
taining this economy of materials largely means working with the potential 
of the everyday; it also means knowing how to productively use the logic 
and function of a given space. 

At the Danish Pavilion, Wendland took as his point of departure the 
existing architecture of the two connecting buildings, and “activated” or 
modi"ed existing spaces and details, thus following the “rhythm” of the 
building but adding a new “melody”. By adding new architectural elements 
(extending beams, building a stage to an existing niche, devising three-
dimensional structures), Wendland creates an imperceptible shi! in the 
perception of the architecture and its spatial volumes. Other interventions, 
like a large freestanding wall that cuts through the main hall, creates a dra-
matic interplay with the interior architecture of this light, airy, upli!ing 
space. #ere is a strong alternation between the horizontal and the vertical 
that is almost constructivist in appearance, which creates a dynamic juxta-
position of lines and volumes, and imparts a geometric, minimal sculptural 
character to the space. #e aim throughout has been to keep the spaces as 
open as possible, but also to create intimate areas where the artists’ works 
can be viewed one-on-one. Wendland’s focus has not only been on the ar-
chitectural elements themselves, but on how the surrounding architecture 
frames the art works, and gives them prominence. His elegant, discreet, 
and sometimes-prominent interventions seem to e%ortlessly accommo-
date the large number of artists in the exhibition. 

Tilman Wendland was born in 1969, in Potsdam, Germany. He lives and works in Berlin, Ger-
many. He was educated at the Universität der Künste, Berlin (1992-1999). Recent solo exhibitions 
include: Kunstverein Arnsberg, with Lone Haugaard Madsen, Arnsberg (2011); Kunstverein Schwerin, 
Schwerin, Heidelberger Kunstverein, Heidelberg, Yellow Spot, Centre of Contemporary Art, Torun 
(2010); Autocenter, Berlin (2009); Jet, Berlin (2007); MMIII Kunstverein Mönchengladbach, Möncheng-
ladbach (2006). Recent group exhibitions include: CAPC, or: Life in the Grip of Art, CAPC Musée d’Art 
Contemporain, Bordeaux (2010); The World as Stage, Neuer Berliner Kunstverein, Berlin, Berlin 2000, 
Pace Wildenstein, New York, (2009); Megastructure Reloaded, Former State Mint, Berlin, The White-
Haired Revolver, Musée de l’Objet, Blois, Appell, Museum Felix De Boeck, Drogenbos, Elefante Negro, 
Museo Diego Rivera Anahuacalli, Mexico City (2008). Wendland was the recipient of the 2010 Wemag 
Art Prize, established by Wemag AG and Kunstverein Schwerin.
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Zhang Dali
Zhang Dali’s work has, over the years, explored the rapidly changing so-

cio-economic reality in China. Zhang started out working as one of Beijing’s 
!rst gra"ti artists, intervening in urban space, spraying on and carving into 
the walls of buildings scheduled for demolition (part of the country’s drive 
towards modernisation and commercialisation). Working with diverse me-
dia, from site-speci!c guerrilla interventions, to large-scale installations, 
painting and photography, Zhang’s practice traces the contemporary social 
history of a country in the throes of radical change. 

A Second History (2003-10) is a photo- and text-based archival project that 
investigates the relationship between history and photographic images. #e 
work consists of a series of images that feature copies of Mao-era doctored 
“o"cial” photographs, juxtaposed with the unaltered originals. #e project 
began in 2003 when the artist began collecting old news photos, visiting ar-
chives to !nd the original negatives and then comparing them with the pub-
lished versions: shabby old houses transformed into multi-storey buildings 
where residents were leading “the good life”; ‘bonus’ pigs pasted into a farm 
to add the sheen of prosperity; revolutionary heroes moved into favourable 
locations; and famous politicians or public !gures ‘airbrushed’ out of history. 

For A Second History Zhang traveled from North to South China, visit-
ing the archives of publishing houses, and researching into a plethora of 
documents: early and original photos and negatives, books (mainly pho-
tography books and albums), magazines, newspapers, and archival material 
not accessible to the public. All the images and texts were carefully studied 
and systematically compared in order to discover di$erences and identify 
the original image. #e resulting work constitutes an illuminating overview 
of a political era that marked China for decades, as well as providing insight 
into the manipulation or rewriting of history for political purposes, and the 
fabrication of memory. 

Zhang Dali was born in 1963 in Harbin, China. He lives and works in Beijing, China. He was 
educated at the Central Academy of Fine Arts and Design, Beijing (1983-1987). Recent solo exhibi-
tions include: Guangdong Museum of Art, Guangzhou, Extreme Reality, Tank Loft Contemporary Art 
Centre, Chongqing (2010); Pervasion, He Xiangning Museum, Shenzhen, The Second History, Space 
SZ Gallery, Beijing (2009); and Zhang Dali: A Second History, Walsh Gallery, Chicago (2006). Recent 
group exhibitions include: Reshaping History, CNCC, Beijing, 41st edition of Les Rencontres d’Arles, 
Espace Van Gogh, Arles, The Original Copy Photography of Sculpture, 1839 to Today, The Museum of 
Modern Art, New York, A Decade Long Exposure, CAFA Art Museum, Beijing, Exhibition Exhibition, 
Castello di Rivoli Museo d’Arte Contemporanea, Turin (2010); Images from History, Shenzhen Art 
Museum, Shenzhen, Collision, CAFA Art Museum, Beijing, Re-imagining Asia, The New Art Gallery, 
Walsall (2009); Re-imagining Asia, House of World Cultures, Berlin, Go China! Writing on the Wall, 
Groninger Museum, Groningen, China Gold, Musée Maillol, Paris, The Revolution Continues: New Art 
from China, Saatchi Gallery, London (2008); Red Hot, Museum of Fine Arts, Houston, China Now, Co-
bra Museum of Modern Art, Amsterdam (2007); Fever Variations, Gwangju Biennale, Gwangju (2006); 
Between Past and Future, Victoria and Albert Museum, London (2005); Between Past and Future, ICP 
– International Center of Photography, New York (2004).
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Thomas Kilpper 

Pavilion for Revolutionary 
Free Speech, 2011
Installation, mixed media 
20 x 12 x 6 m
Courtesy the artist, Galerie 
Christian Nagel, Berlin/Colog-
ne, Patrick Heide Contem-
porary Art, London 
( K, L – p. 71 detail of Spea-
kers' Corner – p. 72, 73 – p. 
104, 105 )
 
Supported by dispari&dispari 
project, Reggio Emilia and 
Institut für Auslandsbeziehun-
gen e.V

 TEAM
Aldo Giuponi, Ivan Kamolini, 
Massimo Letter, Andrea 
Oliva, Carlo Orsolon, Dirk 
Paschke, Ignazio Pavanini, 
Vittorio Pretto, David Prytz, 
Paul Reinhardt, Lorenzo 
Tomberli

Kathrin Neusser (Assistant for 
the Workshop’s Programme)
 
 THANKS TO
Franziska Böhmer and Rebi-
ennale

Runo Lagomarsino 

Full Spectrum Dominance 
(One must be careful with 
one’s silence), 2008
Newsprint paper
67,5 x 52,5 cm
Collection Sanz Esquide & 
Cortell, Barcelona
Photo: Anders Sune Berg
( M – p. 75 – p. 96, 97 )

Full Spectrum Dominance 
(Not in our name), 2008
Newsprint paper
67,5 x 52,5 cm
Collection Dorte & Nils Stærk, 
Copenhagen

Full Spectrum Dominance 
(Time to stop apologizing), 
2008
Newsprint paper
67,5 x 52,5 cm
Private Collection

Tala Madani 
No Cake-Suffocate, 2006
Oil on canvas
25,5 x 20,3 cm
Private Collection
( O – p. 77 )

Aaaa, 2010 
Oil on canvas 
28 x 26,7 cm 
Collection of Vanessa Bran-
son, London
( O – p. 78,79 )

Smiley, 2008 
Oil on linen 
190 x 210 cm
The Angel Collection of Con-
temporary Art, Israel
( N – p. 77 )

Cymbals, 2009 
Oil on wood 
30 x 40 cm
Courtesy the artist and Lom-
bard Freid Projects, New York
( O – p. 78,79 )

Cake Silence, 2006 
Oil on canvas 
30,5 x 35,6 cm
Private Collection
( O – p. 78,79 )

Hand Puppets, 2006
Oil on canvas
40,6 x 30,5 cm
Private Collection
( O – p. 78,79 )

Making Faces, 2008
Oil on wood
25 x 30 cm
Collection Vali Mahlouji, 
London
( O – p. 78,79 )

A Coming Out, 2011
Oil on wood
20 x 30 cm
Collection Richard Chang, 
Beijing
( O – p. 78,79)

Chinballs with Pants, 2011
Oil on linen
25,4 x 33 cm 
Courtesy the artist, Lombard 
Freid Projects, New York and 
Pilar Corrias Gallery, London
( O – p. 78,79 )

Cupids Pisslining Man, 2011
Oil on linen
25,4 x 30,5 cm
Courtesy the artist, Lombard 
Freid Projects, New York and 
Pilar Corrias Gallery, London
( O – p. 78,79 )

Hangman Lesson (version 
II), 2011
Oil on linen 
43,2 x 33 cm
Courtesy the artist, Lombard 
Freid Projects, New York and 
Pilar Corrias Gallery, London
( O – p. 78,79 )

Rip Image (version II), 2011
Oil on canvas 
30,5 x 20,3 cm
Courtesy the artist, Lombard 
Freid Projects, New York and 
Pilar Corrias Gallery, London
( O – p. 78,79 )

Open Mouth Line Man, 2011
Oil on linen 
40,6 x 27,9 cm
Courtesy the artist, Lombard 
Freid Projects, New York and 
Pilar Corrias Gallery, London
( O – p. 78,79 )

Wendelien Van 
Oldenborgh 
Supposing I love you. And 
you also love me, 2011 
Digital slide installation with 
sound 
13’
Courtesy the artist and Wilfri-
ed Lentz, Rotterdam
( P – p. 81 – p. 102, 103 )

Cast: Tariq Ramadan, Profes-
sor of Contemporary Islamic 
Studies at Oxford University;
Hanane Driouchgril, Al-
berto Mvila, Annye de Santos, 
Janne van Eynde, all pupils 
at the Koninklijk Technisch 
Atheneum (Royal Technical 
Atheneum) in Mechelen and 
Ahmed Chouyouhi, who is 
studying communication 
sciences after graduating form 
this same school last year.

Filmed on location in Muziek 
Centrum voor de Omroep, 

Agency 
Assembly (Speech Matters) 
1992-
Mixed media
Dimensions variable
( A – p. 51, p. 100,101 )

Ayreen Anastas
& Rene Gabri 
Every Mine is a Line, 2011
Vitrine with notes, drawings, 
diagrams, maps, models, 
ephemera, paper, and wood
Dimensions variable
Courtesy the artists
( B – p. 53, detail – p. 98.99 )

not yet future or i was left hol-
ding a sentence, a paragraph, 
a word, 2011 
Audio 
Courtesy the artists

Robert Crumb 
When the Niggers take over 
America, 1993
6 drawings 
Ink on paper
52,7 x 45,1 cm
Courtesy the artist, Paul 
Morris and David Zwirner, 
New York
( C – p. 55, detail – p.102,103 )

Stelios Faitakis 
Imposition Symphony, 2011
Latex, acrylic, spray paint
4,67 x 20,02 m
Courtesy the artist and The 
Breeder, Athens
Realised through the generous 
support of Messieurs Spyros 
& Philip Niarchos
( D, E – p. 57, detail – p. 58, 59 )

FOS 

Storage and stand for Osloo a 
public place, 2011
Wood, steel and coconuts
2,6 x 6,5 x 1,9 m 
Courtesy the artist, Ander-
sen's Contemporary, Co-
penhagen, and Max Wigram 
Gallery, London
Photo: FOS 

Osloo, 1999;2011
Mixed media
12,32 x 6,82 x 4,93 m
Courtesy the artist, Ander-
sen's Contemporary, Co-
penhagen, and Max Wigram 
Gallery, London
Photo: FOS 
( F, G – p. 61,62,63 )

Project Director: Maibritt 
Pedersen
Project Coordinator: Francesca 
Astesani
Programme Curator: Maria 
Kjær Themsen
Music Coordinator: Nis Bysted

The Radio Grotta Nuova 
team: Roberta Busechian, 
Andrea Carretta, Giulia 
Gabrielli, Zhong Ke, Laura 
Lovatel, Grazia Raimondo, 
Aurora Scalera, Tommaso 
Tintori

 SPONSORS
Andersen's Contemporary, 
Copenhagen
DSV
Hammerthor
Kvadrat
Max Wigram Gallery, London
Montana
Nastro Azzurro
Nonino Distillatori in Friuli 
dal 1897

 SPECIAL THANKS
Christian Linde

 THANKS TO
Klaus Andersen, Matteo 
Bartoli, Christoffer Emil 
Bruun, Troels Bruun, Eugenio 
Bullo, Nicola Ferrari, Thilo 
Frank, Antonietta Grandesso, 
Emil Krøyer, Ilaria Leoni, 
Andrea Lissoni, Annapaola 
Passarini, RadioLina radio 
pirata a Napoli 104.9 FM, 
Mara Sartore, Augustin 
Schoenmaeckers, Franco 
e Flavia, Shenkel, Angela 
Vettese, Max Wigram, 
Federico Zanatta

Sharon Hayes
Ear to the Sounds of Our 
History, 2011
Installation of found LP covers 
30,5 x 30,5 cm 
Courtesy the artist and Tanya 
Leighton Gallery, Berlin 
( H – p. 65, detail – p. 101 )

Han
Hoogerbrugge 

Quatrosopus, 2011 
Video animation 
3’ 48’’ 
Courtesy the artist
Supported by the Mondriaan 
Foundation, Amsterdam
( I – p. 67 )

Mikhail Karikis 

High-flyer, 2011
Performance
10’
Courtesy the artist
Photo: Uriel Orlow
( J – p. 69)
Realised through the generous 
support of Messieurs Spyros 
& Philip Niarchos

List of Works
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Ayreen Anastas 
& Rene Gabri
 
 BOOKS
Arendt, Hannah, The Human 
Condition. Chicago: University 
of Chicago Press, 1998. 

Arendt, Hannah, Crises 
of the Republic: Lying in 
Politics; Civil Disobedience; 
On Violence; Thoughts on 
Politics and Revolution. 
New York: Mariner Books, 
1972.

Asad, Talal, Wendy Brown, 
Judith Butler, and Saba 
Mahmood, Is Critique 
Secular? Blasphemy, Injury, 
and Free Speech. Berkeley: 
University of California 
Press, 2009. 

Butler, Judith, Excitable 
Speech, A Politics of the 
Performative. New York: 
Routledge, 1997. 
Butler, Judith, “Burning 

Acts – Injurious Speech”, 
in Performativity and 
Performance, ed. Andrew 
Parker, Eve Kosofsky 
Sedgwick. New York: 
Routledge, 1995.

Clastres, Pierre, Society 
Against the State: Essays 
in Political Anthropology. 
New York: Zone Books, 
1998.

Debord, Guy, Comments on 
the Society of the Spectacle, 
trans. Malcolm Imrie. New 
York: Verso, 1998.

Milton, John, Areopagitica: 
A Speech of Mr. John Milton 
for the Liberty of Unlicensed 
Printing, to the Parliament of 
England, London, 1644. Santa 
Barbara: Bandanna Books, 
1990.

Virno, Paolo, A Grammar of 
the Multitude. Los Angeles: 
Semiotext(e) / Foreign Agents, 
2004.

Agency
 BOOKS 
Brown, Michael F., Who 
Owns Native Culture? Cam-
bridge: Harvard University 
Press, 2003.

Coombe, Rosemary J., The 
Cultural Life of Intellectual 
Properties. Durham: Duke 
University Press, 1998.

Edelman, Bernard, Le sacre 
de l’auteur. Paris: Éditions du 
Seuil, 2004.

Latour, Bruno, Petite 
réflexion sur le culte 
moderne des dieux faitiches. 
Le Plessis-Robinson: 
Synthélabo, 1996.

Nathan, Tobie, Nous ne som-
mes pas seuls au monde. 
Paris: Éditions du Seuil, 2001.

Miller, Daniel (ed.), Material-
ity. Durham: Duke University 
Press, 2005.

Freedom of Speech:
A Short Bibliography

Hilversum and Royal College 
of Art, London. 

Camera: Ben de Wandel 
Sound: Jan Samson and Rob 
Entwistle
Script advise: Mario Cam-
panella 
M-Objects programming: 
Ludo Engels

Supposing I love you, 
and you also love me is 
co-produced by the Danish 
Arts Council, If I Can’t 
Dance, I Don’t Want To Be 
Part Of Your Revolution, 
Amsterdam, and Wilfried 
Lentz Gallery, Rotterdam, 
with the support of the 
Mondriaan Foundation and 
the Culture Programme of 
the European Union.

Lilibeth Cuenca 
Rasmussen    

Afghan Hound, 2011
Performance
15’
Courtesy the artist
Photo: Anders Sune Berg
( Q – p. 83 )

Music by Anders Christo-
phersen
Costume by Lise Klitten
Thanks to Lynne Weiss 
Drescher

Taryn Simon 

Zahra/Farah, 2007 
Chromogenic print 
152,4 cm x 196,8 cm 
Edition of 5 
© Taryn Simon. Courtesy 
Gagosian Gallery
( R – p. 85 – 100, 101 )

U.S. Customs and Border 
Protection, Contraband 
Room, John F. Kennedy In-
ternational Airport, Queens, 
New York, 2005/2007
Chromogenic colour print
94.6 x 113 cm
© 2007/2011 Taryn Simon. 
Courtesy Gagosian Gallery/
Steidl

Playboy, Braille Edition, 
Playboy Enterprises, Inc. New 
York, New York, 2006/2007
Chromogenic colour print
94.6 x 113 cm
© 2007/2011 Taryn Simon. 
Courtesy Gagosian Gallery/
Steidl

White Tiger (Kenny), 
Selective Inbreeding, 
Turpentine Creek Wildlife 
Refuge and Foundation, 
Eureka Springs, Arkansas, 
2006/2007
Chromogenic colour print
94.6 x 113 cm
© 2007/2011 Taryn Simon. 
Courtesy Gagosian Gallery/
Steidl

Smith & Wesson .44 Magnum 
Revolver Frame, Smith 
& Wesson Headquarters, 
Springfield, Massachusetts, 2007
Chromogenic colour print
94.6 x 113 cm
© 2007/2011 Taryn Simon. 
Courtesy Gagosian Gallery/
Steidl

Nuclear Waste Encapsulation 
and Storage Facility, 
Cherenkov Radiation, 
Hanford Site, U.S. 
Department of Energy, 
Southeastern Washington 
State, 2007
Chromogenic colour print
94.6 x 113 cm
© 2007/2011 Taryn Simon. 
Courtesy Gagosian Gallery/
Steidl

Hymenoplasty, Cosmetic 
Surgery, P.A., Fort Lauderdale, 
Florida, 2007
Chromogenic colour print
94.6 x 113 cm
© 2007/2011 Taryn Simon. 
Courtesy Gagosian Gallery/
Steidl

Jan !vankmajer 
The Garden, 1968
35 mm film transferred to 
BluRay
16’
Courtesy Jan !vankmajer
( S – p. 87, video stills ) 

Johannes
af Tavsheden
Speech Acts Politically, 2011
Pencil drawing on wall
Dimensions variable
Courtesy the artist
( T – p. 89)

Why Do You Want to Know 
my Name, 2011 
Walk through Giardini perfor-
med by Ayreen Anastas and 
Rene Gabri

Tilman Wendland 
Untitled, 2011
Exhibition architecture for the 
Danish Pavilion
Plaster board, paint, wooden 
and aluminium construction
Courtesy the artist
( U – p. 91 – p. 94, 95 )

Supported by Institut für 
Auslandsbeziehungen e.V.

Zhang Dali 
Second History, 2003-2010  
C-prints (22 works out of a 
series of 130)  
115,3 cm x 63,2 cm  
Courtesy the artist
( V – p. 93, detail )

Pages 51, 53, 57, 58/59, 65, 71, 
78/79, 96/97, 98/99, 100/101, 
102/103, 104/105: 
Installation shots from
SPEECH MATTERS
The Danish Pavilion, 2011
54th International Art Exhibi-
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Fire! Fire! Fire! Fire! Now you’ve heard it. Not shouted in a crowded 
theatre, admittedly, as I realise I seem now to have shouted it in the Hog-
warts dining room. But the point is made. Everyone knows the fatuous ver-
dict of the greatly over-praised Justice Oliver Wendell Holmes, who, asked 
for an actual example of when it would be proper to limit speech or de!ne 
it as an action, gave that of shouting “!re” in a crowded theatre.

It’s very o"en forgotten what he was doing in that case, which was send-
ing to prison a group of Yiddish-speaking socialists, whose literature was 
printed in a language most Americans couldn’t read, opposing President 
Wilson’s participation in the First World War and the dragging of the Unit-
ed States into this sanguinary con#ict, which the Yiddish-speaking social-
ists had #ed from Russia to escape.

In fact, it could be just as plausibly argued that the Yiddish-speaking 
socialists, who were jailed by the excellent Judge Oliver Wendell Holmes, 
were the real !re !ghters, were the ones shouting “!re” when there really 
was a !re in a very crowded theatre.

And who is to decide? Well, keep that question if you would, ladies and 
gentlemen, brothers and sisters—I hope I may say comrades and friends— 
before your minds.

I exempt myself from the speaker’s kind o$er of protection that was so 

Free 
Speech

FREEDOM IS 
ALWAYS AND 
EXCLUSIVELY 

FREEDOM FOR THE 
ONE WHO THINKS 

DIFFERENTLY
Rosa Luxemburg
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just have a right to speak, that person’s right to speak must be given extra 
protection. Because what he has to say must have taken him some e!ort to 
come up with, might contain a grain of historical truth, might in any case 
get people to think about why do they know what they already think they 
know: how do I know that I know this, except that I’ve always been taught 
this and never heard anything else?

It’s always worth establishing a "rst principle. It’s always worth saying 
what would you do if you met a Flat Earth Society member. Come to think 
of it, how can I prove the Earth is round? Am I sure about the theory of 
evolution? I know it’s supposed to be true. Here’s someone who says there’s 
no such thing, it’s all intelligent design. How sure am I of my own views? 
Don’t take refuge in the false security of consensus, and the feeling that 
whatever you think you’re bound to be okay, because you’re in the safely 
moral majority.

One of the proudest moments of my life, that’s to say, in the recent past, 
has been defending the British historian David Irving who is now in prison 
in Austria for nothing more than the potential of uttering an unwelcome 
thought on Austrian soil. He didn’t actually say anything in Austria. He 
wasn’t even accused of saying anything. He was accused of perhaps plan-
ning to say something that violated an Austrian law that says only one ver-
sion of the history of the Second World War may be taught in our brave 
little Tyrolean Republic.

#e republic that gave us Kurt Waldheim as Secretary General of the 
United Nations, a man wanted in several countries for war crimes, the 
country that has Jörg Haider, the leader of its own fascist party, in the cabi-
net that sent David Irving to jail.

Do you know the two things that have made Austria famous and given 
it its reputation by any chance? Just while I’ve got you. I hope there are 
some Austrians here to be upset by it. Well, a pity if not, but the two great 
achievements of Austria are to have convinced the world that Hitler was 
German and that Beethoven was Viennese.

Now to this proud record they can add that they have the courage "-
nally to face their past and lock up a British historian who has committed 
no crime except that of thought in writing. And that’s a scandal. I can’t 
"nd a seconder usually when I propose this but I don’t care. I don’t need a 
seconder. My own opinion is enough for me and I claim the right to have 
it defended against any consensus, any majority, anywhere, any place, any-
time. And anyone who disagrees with this can pick a number, get in line, 
and kiss my ass.

Now, I don’t know how many of you don’t feel you’re grown up enough 
to decide this for yourselves and think you need to be protected from David 
Irving’s edition of the Goebbels Diaries for example, out of which I learned 

generously pro!ered at the opening of this evening. Anyone who wants to 
say anything abusive about or to me is quite free to do so, and welcome, in 
fact, at their own risk.

But before they do that they must have taken, as I’m sure we all should, 
a short refresher course on the classic texts on this matter. Which are John 
Milton’s Areopagitica – Areopagitica being the great hill of Athens for dis-
cussion and free expression –$#omas Paine’s introduction to !e Age of 
Reason, and, I would say, John Stuart Mill’s essay On Liberty. I’ll be very 
daring and summarize all three of these great gentlemen of the great tradi-
tion of English liberty, in one go.

What they say is it’s not just the right of the person who speaks to be 
heard, it is the right of everyone in the audience to listen, and to hear. And 
every time you silence someone you make yourself a prisoner of your own 
action because you deny yourself the right to hear something. In other 
words, your own right to hear and be exposed is as much involved in all 
these cases as is the right of the other to voice his or her view.

Indeed, as John Stuart Mill said, if all in society were agreed on the 
truth and beauty and value of one proposition, all except one person, it 
would be most important, in fact it would become even more important, 
that that one heretic be heard, because we would still bene"t from his per-
haps outrageous or appalling view.

In more modern times this has been put best by a personal heroine of 
mine, Rosa Luxemburg, who said freedom of speech is meaningless unless 
it means the freedom of the person who thinks di!erently.

My great friend John O’ Sullivan, former editor of the National Re-
view, and I think probably my most conservative and reactionary Catholic 
friend, once said (it’s a tiny thought experiment, he says) that “If you hear 
the Pope saying he believes in God, you think, well, the Pope is doing his 
job again today. If you hear the Pope saying he’s really begun to doubt the 
existence of God, you begin to think he might be onto something.”

Well, if everybody in North America is forced to attend, at school, 
training in sensitivity on Holocaust awareness and is taught to study the 
Final Solution – about which nothing was actually done by this country, or 
North America, or by the United Kingdom while it was going on – let’s say, 
as if in compensation for that, everyone is made to swallow an o%cial and 
unalterable story of it now, and it’s taught as the great moral exemplar, the 
moral equivalent of the morally lacking elements of the Second World War, 
a way of distilling our uneasy conscience about that combat. If that’s the 
case with everybody, as it more or less is, and one person gets up and says, 
“You know what, this Holocaust, I’m not sure it even happened. In fact, I’m 
pretty certain it didn’t. Indeed, I begin to wonder if the only thing is that 
the Jews brought a little bit of violence on themselves” – that person doesn’t 
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about another great Englishman, sorry to sound particular about that this 
evening, Dr Samuel Johnson, the great lexicographer, author of, complier 
of the !rst great dictionary of the English language. When it was complete 
Dr Johnson was waited upon by various delegations of people to congratu-
late him. Of the nobility, of the Commons, of the Lords and also by a del-
egation of respectable ladies of London, who attended on him in his Fleet 
Street lodgings and congratulated him.

“Dr Johnson,” they said, “We are delighted to !nd that you’ve not in-
cluded any indecent or obscene words in your dictionary.”

“Ladies,” said Dr Johnson, “I congratulate you on being able to look 
them up.”

Anyone who can understand that joke – and I’m pleased to see that 
about 10 per cent of you can – gets the point about censorship, especially 
prior restraint as it is known in the United States, where it is banned by 
the First Amendment to the Constitution. It may not be determined in 
advance what words are apt or inapt. No one has the knowledge that would 
be required to make that call and, more to the point, one has to suspect 
the motives of those who do so. In particular the motives of those who are 
determined to be o"ended, of those who will go through a treasure house 
of English like Dr Johnson’s !rst lexicon in search of !lthy words, to satisfy 
themselves, and some instinct about which I dare not speculate.

Now, I am absolutely convinced that the main source of hatred in the 
world is religion, and organized religion. Absolutely convinced of it. And I 
am glad that you applaud, because it’s a very great problem for those who 
oppose this motion. How are they going to ban religion? How are they go-
ing to stop the expression of religious loathing, hatred and bigotry?

I speak as someone who is a fairly very regular target of this, and not 
just in rhetorical form. I have been the target of many death threats, I know 
within a short distance of where I am currently living in Washington, I can 
name two or three people whose names you probably know, people who 
can’t go anywhere now without a security detail because of the criticisms 
they’ve made on one monotheism in particular. And this is in the capital 
city of the United States.

So I know what I’m talking about, and I also have to notice that the 
sort of people who ring me up and say they know where my children go to 
school, and they certainly know what my home number is and where I live, 
and what they are going to do to them and to my wife, and to me and who 
I have to take seriously because they have done it to people I know, are just 
the people who are going to seek the protection of the hate speech law, if I 
say what I think about their religion, which I am now going to do.

Because I don’t have any what might be called ethnic bias, I have no 
grudge of that sort, I can rub along with pretty much anyone of any, as it 

more about the #ird Reich than I had from studying Hugh Trevor-Roper 
and A. J. P. Taylor combined when I was at Oxford. But for those of you 
who do, I’d recommend another short course of revision.

Go again and see not just the !lm and the play but read the text of 
Robert Bolt’s wonderful play A Man For All Seasons – some of you must 
have seen it. Sir #omas More decides that he would rather die than lie or 
betray his faith. And one moment More is arguing with the particularly 
vicious witch-hunting prosecutor, a servant of the king and a hungry and 
ambitious man.

And More says to this man, “You’d break the law to punish the devil, 
wouldn’t you?”

And the prosecutor, the witch-hunter, says “Break it?”, “I’d cut down, I’d 
cut down every law in England if I could do that, if I could capture him!”

And More said, “Yes you would, wouldn’t you? And then when you 
would have cornered the devil and the devil would turn around to meet 
you, where would you run for protection? All the laws of England having 
been cut down and $attened? Who would protect you then?”

Bear in mind, ladies and gentleman, that every time you violate, or pro-
pose to violate, the right to free speech of someone else, you in potentia 
are making a rod for your own back. Because the other question raised 
by Justice Oliver Wendell Holmes is simply this: Who’s going to decide, to 
whom do you award the right to decide which speech is harmful, or who 
is the harmful speaker? Or to determine in advance what are the harmful 
consequences going to be that we know enough about in advance to pre-
vent? To whom would you give this job? To whom are you going to award 
the task of being the censor?

Isn’t a famous old story that the man who has to read all the pornogra-
phy, in order to decide what’s !t to be passed and what is !t not to be, is the 
man most likely to become debauched?

Did you hear any speaker in the opposition to this motion, eloquent as 
one of them was, to whom you would delegate the task of deciding for you 
what you could read? To whom you would give the job to decide for you? 
Relieve you of the responsibility of hearing what you might have to hear? 
Do you know anyone? Hands up. Do you know anyone to whom you’d give 
this job? Does anyone have a nominee?

You mean there is no one in Canada good enough to decide what I can 
read? Or hear? I had no idea. 

But there’s a law that says there must be such a person or there’s a sub-sec-
tion of some piddling law that says it. Well, to hell with that law. It is inviting 
you to be liars and hypocrites and to deny what you evidently know already.

About this censorious instinct: we basically know already what we need 
to know, and we’ve known it for a long time, it comes from an old story 
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proposing a serious menace not just to freedom of speech and freedom of 
expression, but to quite a lot of other freedoms too. And this is the religion 
that exhibits the horrible trio of self-hatred, self-righteousness and self-
pity. I am talking about militant Islam.

Globally it’s a gigantic power. It controls an enormous amount of oil 
wealth, several large countries and states with an enormous fortune, it’s 
pumping the ideology of Wahhabism and Sala!sm around the world, poi-
soning societies where it goes, ruining the minds of children, stultifying the 
young and its madrasses, training people in violence, making a culture of 
death and suicide and murder. "at’s what it does globally, it’s quite strong.

In our society it poses as a cringing minority whose faith you might 
o#end, which deserves all the protection that a small and vulnerable group 
might need.

Now, it makes quite large claims for itself, doesn’t it? It says it’s the !nal 
revelation. It says that God spoke to one illiterate businessman in the Arabi-
an Peninsula three times through an archangel, and the resulting material, 
which as you can see when you read it, was largely plagiarized from the Old 
and the New Testament. Almost all of it actually plagiarised, ineptly from 
the Old and the New Testament, is to be accepted as a divine revelation and 
as the !nal and unalterable one, and those who do not accept this revelation 
are !t to be treated as cattle, in!dels, potential chattel, slaves and victims.

Well, I tell you what, I don’t think Mohammad ever heard those voices. 
I don’t believe it. And the likelihood that I’m right, as opposed to the like-
lihood that a shepherd, a businessman who couldn’t read, had bits of the 
Old and New Testament re-dictated to him by an archangel, puts me much 
more near the position of being objectively correct.

But who is the one under threat? "e person who propagates this and 
says “I’d better listen because if I don’t I’m in danger”, or me who says, “No, 
I think this is so silly you could even publish a cartoon about it”?

And up go the placards and up go the yells and the howls and the 
screams, “Behead those” – this is in London, this is in Toronto and this is 
in New York, it is right in our midst now: “Behead those,” “Behead those 
who cartoon Islam.”

Do they get arrested for hate speech? No. Might I get in trouble for say-
ing what I’ve just said about the prophet Mohammad? Yes, I might. Where 
are your priorities, ladies and gentlemen? You’re giving away what’s most 
precious in your own society, and you’re giving it away without a !ght and 
you’re even praising the people who want to deny you the right to resist it. 
Shame on you while you do this. Make the best use of the time you’ve got 
le$. "is is really serious.

Now, if you look anywhere you like, because we had invocations of a 
rather drivelling and sickly kind tonight of our sympathy, what about the 

were, origin or sexual orientation, or language group (except people from 
Yorkshire, of course, who are completely untakable) and I’m beginning to 
resent the confusion that’s being imposed on us now. "ere was some of it 
this evening between religious belief, blasphemy, ethnicity, profanity and 
what one might call “multicultural etiquette.”

It’s quite common these days for people to use the expression, for ex-
ample, “anti-Islamic racism”, as if an attack on a religion was an attack on 
an ethnic group. "e word Islamophobia in fact is beginning to acquire the 
opprobrium that was once reserved for racial prejudice. "is is a subtle and 
very nasty insinuation that needs to be met head on.

Who said “What if Falwell says he hates fags? What if people act upon 
that?”

"e Bible says you have to hate fags. If Falwell says he is saying it be-
cause the Bible says so, he’s right. Yes, it might make people go out and use 
violence. What are you going to do about that? You’re up against a group 
of people who will say, “You put your hands on our Bible and we’ll call the 
hate speech police.”

Now what are you going to do when you’ve dug that trap for yourself?
Somebody said that the anti-Semitism and Kristallnacht in Germany 

was the result of ten years of Jew-baiting. Ten years?! You must be joking! 
It’s the result of 2,000 years of Christianity, based on one verse of one chap-
ter of St. John’s Gospel, which led to a pogrom a$er every Easter sermon 
every year for hundreds of years. Because it claims that the Jews demanded 
the blood of Christ be on the heads of themselves and all their children 
to the remotest generation. "at’s the warrant and license for and incite-
ment to anti-Jewish pogroms. What are you going to do about that? Where 
is your piddling sub-section now?! Does it say St. John’s Gospel must be 
censored?!

Do I, who have read Freud and know what the future of an illusion re-
ally is and know that religious belief is ineradicable as long as we remain a 
stupid, poorly evolved mammalian species, think that some Canadian law 
is going to solve this problem? Please!

No, our problem is this: our prefrontal lobes are too small. And our 
adrenaline glands are too big. And our thumb/ !nger opposition isn’t all 
that it might be. And we’re afraid of the dark, and we’re afraid to die, and we 
believe in the truths of holy books that are so stupid and so fabricated that 
a child can, and all children do, as you can tell by their questions, actually 
see through them. And I think religion should be treated with ridicule and 
hatred and contempt. And I claim that right.

Now let’s not dance around, not all monotheisms are exactly the same, 
at the moment. "ey’re all based on the same illusion, they’re all plagia-
risms of each other, but there is one in particular that at the moment is 
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poor fags, what about the poor Jews, the wretched women who can’t take 
the abuse and the slaves and their descendants and the tribes who didn’t 
make it and were told their land was forfeit.

Look anywhere you like in the world for slavery, for the subjection of 
women as chattel, for the burning and !ogging of homosexuals, for ethnic 
cleansing, for anti-Semitism, for all of this, you need look no further than 
a famous book that’s on every pulpit in this city, and in every synagogue 
and in every mosque.

And then just see whether you can square the fact that the force of the 
main source of hatred is also the main caller for censorship. And when 
you’ve realized that you’re therefore this evening faced with a gigantic false 
antithesis, I hope that still won’t stop you from giving the motion before 
you the resounding endorsement that it deserves. "anks awfully.

Night, night.
Stay cool.

Transcript of a lecture delivered at Hart House, University of Toronto, Canada, November 2006
Transcript by Federica Mantoan
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Antonio Negri (Italy, 1933) is a sociologist and political philosopher, 
and one of the most signi!cant !gures of current political thought. He 
was Director of the Faculty of Political Science at the University in Padua, 
where he taught State "eory. Negri was one of the leaders of the social 
and political protests in Italy between 1960 and 1970. His research re-
volved largely around philosophy and modern thought and he has written 
extensively on Spinoza, Descartes, Leopardi, Hegel, and Marx. His collab-
oration with leading French philosophers led him to intersect his re#ec-
tions with French post-structuralism (Deleuze, Foucault) and to develop 
an original interpretation of globalisation. Publications include: Il potere 
costituente, Presses Universitaires de France, 1995; Empire (with Michael 
Hardt), Harvard University Press, 2000; Multitude, Penguin Press, 2004; 
and most recently, Commonwealth, Harvard University Press, 2009; all of 
them translated into Italian by Rizzoli. His most recent book Spinoza et 
nous was published by Galilée in 2010. Antonio Negri lives and works in 
Paris and Venice.

Christopher Hitchens

Christopher Hitchens (England, 1949) is an author and journalist 
whose books, essays, and journalistic career span more than four decades. 
Hitchens received a degree in philosophy, politics and economics from 
Balliol College, Oxford, in 1970. He is a visiting professor of Liberal Studies 
at the New School in New York and has been a columnist and literary 
critic at "e Atlantic, Vanity Fair, Slate, World A$airs, "e Nation, and 
Free Enquiry. In 2008 he became a media fellow at the Hoover Institution. 
Hitchens is the author of numerous books, including works on "omas 
Je$erson, "omas Paine, George Orwell, Mother Teresa, Henry Kissinger, 
and Bill and Hillary Clinton, as well as his international bestsellers God Is 
Not Great: How Religion Poisons Everything and Hitch 22: A Memoir (all 
published by Twelve). His new book, Arguably, will be published in the 
autumn of 2011. (www.hitchensweb.com)

Katerina Gregos

Katerina Gregos (originally from Athens, Greece) is a curator and writ-
er based in Brussels, Belgium, and is the curator of the Danish Pavilion for 
the 54th Venice Biennale. She is also co-curator of the 4. Fotofestival Man-
nheim_Ludwigshafen_Heidelberg, in Germany, part of the curatorial team 
for Manifesta 9 (forthcoming, province of Limburg, Belgium 2012) and cu-
rator of Newtopia: !e State of Human Rights (forthcoming, Mechelen, Bel-
gium, 2012). Previously, she served as artistic director of Argos - Centre for 
Art & Media, Brussels, and director of the Deste Foundation, Centre for Con-
temporary Art, Athens. As an independent curator, Gregos has also curated 
numerous exhibitions internationally including Hidden in Remembrance is 
the Silent Memory of Our Future, Contour 2009 - "e 4th Biennial for Moving 
Image, Mechelen, Belgium (2009); Give(a)way: on Generosity, Giving, Sharing 
and Social Exchange, the 6th Biennial E V+ A, Limerick, Ireland (2006). Oth-
er projects include Leaps of Faith: An International Arts Project for the Green 
Line and the City of Nicosia, Cyprus (2005), the !rst international contempo-
rary art exhibition to take place on both sides of the divided city, and Channel 
Zero, for the Netherlands Media Art Institute, Amsterdam (2004). Katerina 
Gregos regularly publishes on art and artists in magazines, books and ex-
hibition catalogues, and is a frequent speaker in international conferences.

Raoul Vaneigem

Raoul Vaneigem (Belgium, 1934) is a writer and philosopher. He studied 
Romance philology at Université Libre de Bruxelles. From 1960 to 1969 he 
was one of the principal theoreticians and participants of the Situationist 
International, and published in%Banalités de base, the group’s journal. His 
seminal book%!e Revolution of Everyday Life, published in 1967, is related 
to the emergence%of the%more%radical%part of the Mouvement des Occupations 
of May 1968. Vaneigem has continued to defend the project of a generalised 
self-management that would allow human society to replace the old, and 
now imploding, market civilisation. He has written extensively on freedom 
of speech and human rights and recent publications include: Déclaration des 
droits de l’ être Humain, Le Cherche midi, 2001; L’ Ère des créateurs, Complexe, 
2002; Rien n’est sacré, tout peut se dire: Ré"exions sur la liberté d’expression, La 
Découverte, 2003; Entre le deuil#du monde et la joie de vivre, Verticale, 2008; Ni 
pardon ni talion - La question de l’impunité dans les crimes contre l’humanité, 
La Découverte, 2009;  L’Etat n’est plus rien, soyons tout, Rue des Cascades, 2010.
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